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City Treasurer
Reports Balances
Totaling $5,780
1942

Hat's In Ring

Was Banner
Year In Police Court
Collections With
$4,290 In Fines
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Bap sts To Hold
Corference Here

Beta Club To Aid
Russian Relief

Leaves For Paducah

OPA Says All Tr
Must Be Inspected

WPB Represent
To Be Here Jan

The district office
Production Board,
has announced W.
WPB representative
Princeton Wednesdo,
from 2 until 5:30
afternoon to give p
mation. Mr. Barnes
cated in the offic
Agent J. F. Gra
courthouse.

Eddy Creek Pupils
To Raise Salvage
Pennant Saturday
"Testifies To Patriotism
Of Caldwell People,"
Says State Scrap
Chairman

The year 1942 was a banner
year in Police Court collections.
as shown by the report of Chief
E. E. Jones at Monday night,;
session of City Council. Th
meeting was attended by Coun
cilmen Morgan, Lacey, Jones
Blackburn and Hammonds, May
or Cash presiding.
The report showed collection
from fines and costs assessed I
Police Court during 1942 totale
$4,290.94, half of which was pai
to the George Coon Library.
Pretty Welder Ella Salleau of
Reports of Chief Jones an the Ingals shipyards at PascaActing Judge R. G. McClellan goula, Miss., wears the "Hat in
for the month of December the Ring" emblem of the Ingals
showed there were 36 arrests worker "Rickenbaker Squadand 36 cases docketed during ron." Ifs .their answer to Eddie
December, with fines and costs Ricken acker's challenge
that
totaling $605. Of the cases dock- Ameri s fighting men, if
eted, one was held for grand r,
om the front lines to
jury action, one dismissed and the r, lion line, would double
34 convicted. Drunkeness ac- prOt.,1 i in 30 days.
counted for 25 of the cases; reckless driving, 3; breach of the
peace, 6: disorderly, 1; grand
larceny, 1. Police Court collections for December totaled
$451.50; replevin bonds, $35.95.
Treasurer W. E. McCaslin re
Trining Union Meeting
ported balances in all funds a:
h
Scheduled For
close of December aggregated'
avail$1,536.65
Jan. 12
Lesday,
with
$5,780.57,
Baptist Training Union conable for operating expenses. His
disbursements fe
report showed
will be held at the First
from the general fund were $2,- I =pus—
t Church here January 12,
200.53, and $2,009.34 from the fir f'e Caldwell County Baptist
water fund during Decembe
at:on, Byron C. S. DeCollector Garland Quisenberry
:tee, secretary of the State
reported general fund receipts Bios; Training Union departfor December were 81,846.25,1min," Louisville, announced Wedwith receipts in the water wor1s! today.
fund. The Treasurer's itemiied! A visiting worker will join
(Please turn to Back Page) associational and local leaders in
directing this meeting. A supper _conference, with the visiting worker in charge, will be
held at 530 o'clock for Training
Union officers, pastors and moderator of the Association.
All members of all Baptist
Members, With He
churches in the association are
Of F.F.A., To Calle
urged to attend the night session
which begins at 7:00 o'clock. An
Needed Clothing
to the
The local chapter of th Na award will be made
having the largest perchurch
me:
Clu
Beta
tional Society of
membership present
title centage of
Thursday, Jan. 1, at
at the meeting. The host church
High School and decided with is not eligible.
the aid of the school's .F.A This conference is one of the
hint 69 such meetings to be held in
chapter, to collect old
.itucky the week of January
as
relief
for Russian war
-15. State attendance goal is
J
w
the
contribution to
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1 and Manufacturing
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project.
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ade 415,000 U. S. Army shirts
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Wednesday,
shuts
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Washington (4—Th
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Mrs, William Ray Powell, who
has been secretary to County
Agent J. Graham the last severai years, resigned and will
leave for Paducah today, to join
the
be* husband, who is on
-Democrat.
Sun
the
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news staff
r1, 7
place will be filled by Mrs.
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who formerly
C :ton Wood,
wiliced in the county agent's
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Pupils of Eddy Creek School,
which led Caldwell county in
the recent newspaper-sponsored
scrap metal campaign, in which
the county exceeded its quota
of 100 pounds for every citizen,
will officiate in raising the War
Board's "Salvage
Production
the courthouse
Pennant," in
yard here Saturday afternoon,
Jan. 9, at 2 o'clock, Thos. J.
Simmons, salvage chairman, announced Monday.
Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, teacher
Eddy
of the prize winning
Creek School, was invited to
choose two of the 13 pupils to
do the actual pennant raising
and Butler High School's band
will lead a parade to the courthouse, Mr. Simmons said. No
speeches are planned, according
to the chairman.
The pennant is 3x6 feet, dark
blue with white lettering, and
was sent here, to Mr. Simmons,
at the conclusion of the national scrap campaign. It will
below
fly immediately
Old
Glory at the top of the new
flagpole in the southwest corner
of the courthouse yard. .
Judge E. C. O'Rear, State
salvage chairman, wrote
Mr.
Simmons, in forwarding
the
pennant here, "It is my privilege
and pleasure to advise you that
we are sending your pennant today. As it floats over your
flagstaff at the county set, it
will testify to the efficiency of
your organization, to the zeal
of your schools and other civic
bodies, and to the patriotism of
your people."

Tiger Football
Captain For 43
Cecil Coleman, 17, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ike Coleman, Princeton is the new captain of the
Butler Tigers for the 1943 football season.
Captain - elect
Coleman is a
cousin of the
one - and - only
"Rowdy" Southof
ard, one
Princeton's allfootball,
time
greats, and has
been a stellar' "*"
Cecil Coleman
perbackfield
former the last two years. He
closed the 1942 season here
Thanksgiving Day with a superlative display of defensive aggressiveness.
Coach Cliff Cox said he expects to use Captain Coleman as
defensive fullback this year.

PTA To Sponsor
Play In February
Organization To Buy
War Bonds; Continue Lunchroom
The Parent-Teachers Association begins 1943 with plans for
a play in February and intention to buy War Bonds with proceeds of this entertaining and
funds derived from the sale of
Christmas Seals, Mrs. J. D. Alexander, president, said Tuesday.
The PTA executive committee
met Wednesday afternoon to
formulate plans for the play.
The group netted $26.60 from
Seal sales here, which was 15
percent of gross receipts.
The PTA-sponsored lunch room,
at Eastside School, is paying its
own expenses, Mrs. Alexander
said, and is not a drain on the
organization's treasury. About
300 pupils of the lower grades
are being fed, with Mrs. Percy
Pruett in charge, assisted by
Mrs. Ethel French.
Club officers, who will serve
until next September, are, besides Mrs. Alexander: Mrs. J. B.
Maxwell, vice president; Mrs.
Paul Cunningham, secretary;
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, treasurer; Mrs.
Frank Craig, chairman finance
committee; Mrs. Charles Curry,
publicity chairman; Miss Juanita Baker, program committee.

Dotson Principal Is
Accepted In Draft
The following Negro selectees
were found qualified for military
service at their final physical
examination at the Evansville
induction station January 1: Arthur Harold Smith, Charles William
Woolridge, Ulas L e e
Grooms, Oliver Crenshaw Munday, Robert Haydon Hollowell,
Charles Hughes Lawrence, Henry Gayle Hollowell, Lawrence
Washington
Johnson, Robert
Warfield Quisenberry, R. B.
Lawrence, James Edward Bumphus, Tommy Lee McCary, Jesse
Charles Elson. Johnson has been
principal of the Dotson school
here for several terms.

School launches
Repair Courses
To Aid Farmers

Kiwanis To Make
Citizenship Award

While numerous persons
left the county during 1942,
to work at Army camps and
in war plants, part of this
repopulation loss
was
gained through the Stork's
visit, vital statistics kept by
the County Health Office
indicated.
There were 282 live births
in 1942, while seven babies
were stillborn. Deaths totalled 153, so the net gain was
129, record shows. Twentyfive of 1942's babies were
born in December.
For the year 1941, the
county had 259 births and
166 deaths.

Salem Jones Wins
Army Commission
Salem F. Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. C. Jones, Eddyville,
and son-in-law of Mrs. J. R.
Catlett, has recently been commissioned a second-lieutenant
at his graduation from Officer's
Training School at Camp Davis,
N. C. Lieutenant Jones will
serve in the Coast Artillery, at
Williamsburg, Va., and expects
a call to oveseas duty in about
three months. He and Mrs. Jones
are visiting here this week. She
will accompany him to Williamsburg Friday.

Taken To Hospital
Mrs. Press Blackburn, _ wife
of the local postmaster was taken to Jennie Stewart Hospital,
Hopkinsville,
Wednesday
for
treatment. She has been ill
several days.

Farmers Called
To Mass Meeting
Tuesday, Jan. 12
Production Goals For
1943 To Be Made
Known and Plans
Outlined

Reconditioning Of All
Farm Machinery For
Greater Food Production Is Object

As an aid to the nation's
Victory program and to help in
the 1943 Food for Victory campaign, Princeton High School
this week inaugurated a night
training course for adults in repairing farm machinery which
is expected to prove a great
boon to farmers.
Classes in repairing farm machinery meet at the High School
Tuesday* and Thursday nights,
each week, from 6 to 9 o'clock,
with Chester Sisk as instructor.
All interested persons are invited to attend and to bring
farm machinery needing repairs
there. They will be instructed
in how to repair their own machinery and given assistance in
ordering any parts needed to
restore efficient operation of
Officers To Be Intheir implements, Jeff Watson,
principal of Butler High, said.
stalled At Ladies'
Another program, also begun
Night Meeting Friday this
week, will feature instructAt a special meeting, Princeton
ion of adults in farm mechanics
Kiwanis Club will observe its and repair of tractors. This
annual Ladies' Night Friday, group will meet at The Princeton
Jan. 8, at 6:30 o'clock, with in- Implement Company's shop, with
stallation of officers'and award- Cecil Hobby as instructor, also
from 6 to 9 p. m.
ing of the Kiwanis Citizenship
Mr. Watson said he is anxious
Trophy for 1942, Thos. J. Simto contact all persons interested
mons, retiring president, said in taking either of these courses.
Tuesday.
Tools to do all kinds of repair
New officers are W. D. Arm- work on farm machinery are
strong, president; Roy Rowland, available at the high school
necessary
are
vice president; N. B. Cameron, workshop, as
treasurer, and Merle Drain, sec- forms upon which to obtain
parts. Both
retary. Directors: W. L. Mays, necessary repair
Henry Sevison, C. H. Jaggers, courses of instruction are intendF. Graham, ed te help Caldwell county
Joe McMican,
John Fox, C. F. Engelhardt and farmers recondition and maintain their farm implements in
T. J .Simmons.
The Citizenship Award is giv- best possible condition, in order
en annually for outstanding com- to speed the production of a
munity service, either for the record quantity of vitally imyear's attainments or for service portant food this year.
A course in auto mechanics, in
of
extending over a period
years. New regulations govern- which 15 junior and senior high
ing this award were made ef- school boys are enrolled, has
Butler High
fective this year, Mr. Simmons been in progress at
all this year, C. A. Horn, supersaid.
This
Gold keys will be awarded to intendent, said Monday.
four Kiwanians whose attend- class meets daily, in the afternoons.
ance records for 1942 were 100
percent. These are Thos. J.
Simmons, R. S. Gregory, Roy
Rowland and Edwin Dick.

County Gains 129
Citizens In 1942

Celebrates 97th
Birthday Tuesday

29 Young Men To
Take Test Friday
Youths Will Be Included In March
Draft Quota

Twenty-nine young men of
Princeton and Caldwell county
have received notices to appear
before Dr. W. L. Cash, physical
examiner for the local draft
board, for their screen tests.
They will be examined Friday,
Jan. 8, and those who pass the
test probably will be included in
the March selective service
quota.
The men notified are: Guy C.
Blythe, Marshall S. Morse, Arthur R. Cotton, Roy E. Merrick,
William H. Son, Robert T.
Nuckols, James E. McCaslin,
Charles W. Clark, colored; Erve
H. Childress, Jr., S. W. Wilson,
colored; John T. Hancock, colored; William M. Vanleer, colored;
Herschel C. McNeeley, Clyde E.
Murphy, Monroe Coleman, Jr.,
Melvin L. Banks, Robert H.
Osborn, colored; James E. Creekmur, James L. Martin, Otis McCormick, Zalmon E. Clark, Leslie Johnson, colored; Edward L.
Mitchell, Ernest Johnson, Doris
Frank
Y. Thomas, William
Brown, Coy H. Crisp, Floyd
Weeks and Paul J. White.

Butter Requisitioned
For Army, Lease-Lend

F. D. R. To Broadcast
6—(J73)—
Washington, Jan.
President Roosevelt will launch
the 1943 food production campaign with a broadcast Jan. 12,
which he recently proclaimed
as farm mobilization day.

Mrs. Sallie Harralson
A dinner attended by every
member of her family marked
the celebration here Tuesday of
Mrs. Sallie Harralson's 97th
birthday. The family gathered
at the home of her son, Judge
G. G. Harralson at noon, where
the honor guest, who has not
been at her springly best the
last two weeks, was showered
with congratulations and affection.

Bond Sales More
Than Twice Quota
County Schools Sponsor Campaign For
January
Princeton Kiwanis and Rotary
clubs, sponsors of the sale of
"E" War Bonds and War Stamps
in the county for December, reported a total of $49,393.75 for
the month, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt,
chairman, said Wednesday. The
quota was $11,900. The Farmers
$22,000
sold
National Bank
worth of bonds, the chairman

Caldwell county farmers are
urged to respond to the President's call for a mass meeting,
Tuesday morning, Jan. 12 at 10
o'clock at the courthouse, to
learn of production goals set
for 1943, and to get information on ways and means of
reaching these goals, C. E.
George, chairman of Caldwell
County USDA War Board, said
Tuesday.
Mr. George said farmers recognize the tremendous job ahead.
They also know the importance
of maximum food production to
the war effort and will, through
more efficient methods, produce
more food an acre than the country has ever known, seasons
permitting.
Meetings similar to the one in
Caldwell county are to be held
at the same time in all counties
of the State and it is expected
that farmers will indicate by
their presence their acceptance
to the challenge of Uncle Sam,
and will put forth every effort
to reach goals set for the State.

said.
The January quota, for which
the county schools have assumed responsibility, is $30,900. A
meeting of 40 county teachers,
was held Saturday, at which the
chairman, Edwin Lamb, rural
bond sales chairman, and County
Supt. E. F. Blackburn spoke outlining the campaign. It was urged that, because farmers are
selling their tobacco this month,
now is the best time to solicit
them for purchase of War Bonds
and War Stamps.
There has been no rationing
of War Bonds and Stamps in
this county, Dr. Engelhardt said,
although all quotas here have
been surpassed to date.

Yarn Received For
Soldiers' Sweaters;
Knitters Are Needed
The local Red Cross Sewing
Room has received 168 pounds
of yarn, for making soldiers'
sweaters, and is anxious to have
volunteers for this work, Mrs.
A. G. Hubbard said Tuesday. The
yarn can be obtained at the
sewing room from 1 to 5 o'clock
each afternoon, Monday, through
Saturday. Mrs. J. D. Alexander
is chairman of the knitting project r.nd the sweaters are a
"rush order."

Hospital News
J. L. Barnes, Tolu, is improving after treatment.
• • •
Mrs. T. N. Fuller, Fredonia,
continues to improve.
• • •
R. L. Sutton, Marion, is somebeing
after
what improved
treated for injuries he received
Sunday when thrown from a
home near his home.
• • •

Mrs. Pogue Grimes, Marion, is
improving after a major opera(Associated Press)
Washington.—Secretary of Ag- tion she underwent Friday.
• • •
riculture Wickard Tuesday night
W. T. Dorroh, Cedar Bluff,
directed manufacturers to set
aside 30 percent of their monthly continues to improve.
• • •
production of creamery butter
Mrs. Buford Tosh, Fredonia,
for direct war requirements, including military and lend-lease, has accepted a position on the
nurses' staff.
beginning February 1.

War Board Members To
Attend Paducah Meeting
Caldwell County U.S.D A. War
Board members will attend a
district meeting on 1943 Food
and Fiber Goals at Paducah,
Saturday, Jan. 9, prior to National Farm Mobilization Day
January 12. Those who plan
to attend are Curtis E. George,
committeeman; J. F.
AAA
Graham, county agent; J. D.
Alexander, National Farm Loan
Association; Garland Wood, R.
E. A. representative; and W. P.
Crawford, Farm Security Administration.

Jan. 15 Deadline
For Ration Books
Final Warning Issued
To Persons Still Not
Registered
A considerable runnber of persons in Princeton and Caldwell
county still have not registered
for War Ration Book No. 1,
which was for sugar and coffee,
Robert Jacobs, clerk of the rationing board, said Wednesday.
Deadline for obtaining Book No.
1 is January 1 and Book No. 2,
which will govern on many
foods, will be issued only to individuals who have No. 1, Mr.
Jacobs said.
Book No. 2 will be used in
the "point" rationing system,
due to be inaugurated in February. This rationing is expected to affect canned foods first,
numerous other items latcr.
Persons who have not registered for sugar ration book, because they held surplus amounts
of sugar, or who have not obtained coffee coupons for the
same reason, and those who
merely have neglected to register for the No. 1 ration books
the urged to do so prior to January 15.

Fredonia Man Is
Killed In Spar Mine
Aubrey Guess, Fredonia, an
employe at the U. S. Coal IS:
Coke Company spat mines at
Mexico, was injured fatally
when he was struck by a falling
stone while at work in the
mine.
He is survived by his widow
and six children. Funeral servives were held Monday at Seven Springs Baptist Church.
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Another Threat To
Private Enterprise
We are of the opinion that the regenerative forces of a dynamic private enterprise
will have to be depended upon and fully
utilized in the transition from war to peace.
Postwar planning that assumes as its central theme the promise that Governmentcontrolled and Government-planned economy
can be a substitute for an intelligent private
enterprise economy, betray rank ignorance
of the underlying factors involved.—Real
Estate News, Chicago.
If you are one who has grown tired of
government interference in private enterprise . . . certainly one of the freedoms we
are fighting for, write to your representatives in Congress immediately, asking them
to oppose a bill presently being prepared
for introduction in the 78th session, to begin
early in the New Year.
Congressman Percy Priest, of the Nashville, Tenn., district, says he will offer a
bill proposing to bring the Cumberland
Valley into TVA, "for progressive development like that which TVA has been carrying out in the valley of the Tennessee River
for almost a decade." He doesn't say so, as
quoted in the press last week, but it necessarily follows his bill will set up for the
Cumberland Valley the same set of conditions as now exists in the Tennessee Valley
as regards unfair governmental competition
for private enterprises serving many communities well and economically.
We believe there is little danger the new
Congress will entertain Congressman Priest's
bill with favor, for its complexion is going
to be such as to provide powerful curbs
upon the New Deal's marked tendency to
take over businesses which have been developed by the brains, ingenuity, devotion
and hard work of private indviduals, and to
substitute therefor the inevitably mismanaged federal operations with which we all
are familiar.
But those who believe private enterprise
has rights in this country and should be
safe-guarded against a continuation of the
policies which mean, if continued, governmental control of all business enterprises,
should write to Senators Barkley and Chandler and to Congressman Noble J. Gregory,
protesting against Mr. Priest's bill.

111,
The 24th Chapter Of
The Illinois Central Story
In this issue The Leader begins publication of "The Story of the Illinois Central
System" for the 24th consecutive year. The
advertisements are published once each
month . . . There has been no break in this
long chain and, despite war and the fact
that railroads are pushed to the ultimate
limit of their capacity to handle passenger
and freight business, the advertising will
go on in 1943.
For more than a decade now, we have
worked with George M. Crowson, vice president and assistant to the I. C. president,
handling this advertising, a relationship
which has been pleasant and, the evidence
shows, mutually profitable.
And of course, we rejoice that the I. C.
is so thoroughly sold on this advertising
medium that it will continue using it
throughout this war year, when some less
experienced businesses may be tempted to
stop telling the public about what they have
to offer, in goods and in services.
The Illinois Central has meant a very
great'deal to this community through the
years . . . is now, as always, a highly valuable "citizen," paying a large share of the
tax revenues, employing a considerable number of men, dispursing a large payroll here
regularly and rendering a service more
vital today than ever before in the lives of
our people and the security of the nation.
We are sure few petsons of adult years
in the community lack this intelligence; and
believe that, with us, all rejoice in the continued good performance of this fine neighbor.

Elliott Roosevelt Has
Kept His Promise
By the simple act of volunteering for
service with the Air Corps and accepting
a captain's commission, Elliott Roosevelt
found himself, in the far-off election summer of 1940, something of a national scandal. Speakers screamed their derision of
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his ability, an incoherent young Republican
leader described his conduct as "damnable"
and he won the peculiar distinction of being
enshrined upon the largest of the G.O.P.
campaign buttons.
It is just as well for this country, which
has since entered the war for survival, that
army chiefs refused to listen to th6 politically inspired whirlwind of criticism and
accept Elliott's resignation. The citation
which accompanied an award of the Distinguished Flying Cross indicates that his is
a record of real and permanent value, and
one in which no danger was shirked by a
man who might have been tempted to seek
an easier way of service.
In November of 1940, young Roosevelt
had this to say of the uproar he had occasioned: "I think there is only one course
to follow: go ahead with my work and vindicate the judgment of those army officers
who put me where I am by doing a terrific
job. Then, if war does come, make sure that
some way I get in where the fighting is
heaviest." Elliott Roosevelt has followed his
course faithfully. — (Louisville CourierJournal.)

irk
Bustles Bow To War
By Robbin Coons
Associated Press Features
Hollywood.—Profligate use of the bustle
in movie period pieces is a new casualty in
the material-saving campaign. Sketches for
bustled costumes for Alice Faye and a
chorus of 20 for a musical number of
"Hello, Frisco, Hello"—period 1900—came
back from the workroom with rear elevations blue-penciled.
Peter Van Eyck had worked around the
theater and written some songs in New
York before coming to Hollywood with his
wife a year and a half ago. The wife, Ruth
Ford, had a movie contract, and Peter hoped
to get a job of acting too. When he didn't,
he went to work for a furniture company,
driving a delivery truck. He has a movie
role now—Tonder in "The Moon Is Down."
Heard they were looking for an actor, went
and asked for a test, and won hands down.
But his truck-driving career, as a prelude
to acting, wins him a special niche. In Hollywood most unemployed husbands of actresses are content to write themselves off
vaguely as "writers" and let it go at that.
Twentieth Century has used 11,000 postage stamps answering inquiries about the
filming of "The Song of Bernadette,"
—
many of them, of course, asking for the
title role. The "unknown" who will play it
may be Linda Darnell—or Anne Baxter
,
Jennifer Jones, Teresa Wright or Mary
Anderson. The picture starts in February.
Mary Anderson, the little brunette from
Broadway's "Guest in the House," has taken over the juke box business of Leonar
d
M. Behrens, who is now an apprentice
seaman in San Diego. She's bought two books
on bookkeeping, and she manages to make
the rounds, switch records, and count
the
nickels.
Veronica Lake is hard to recognize offscreen because she wears her hair pushed
back—on both sides. "You wouldn't want
me to play-act all the time, would you?"
she says.
Don't tell it around, but Monty Woolley
was a cheerleader at Yale-30 years ago.

No Shortage Of Hot Air
By Spoon River Sam
Associated Press Features
The President's talk to Congress is supposed to be on the state of the Union, but he
usually don't stick to that subject, and it's
just as well he don't change now.
At this writing the Union seems to be in
a state of high dudgeon. I don't know
whether the people are just tryng to keep
warm or what, but the big American mouth
is wide open, and the words are pouring out
hot and furious.
There's one thing you can count on. This
country will never have a lungpower shortage. The way we keep ranting 24 hours a
day, we act like we're lit up on vitamins.
We're all right at heart, of course, but we
squawk too much—just like I'm doing in this
piece. We love our fellow man, we say, but
just let him step on our toes and we'll knock
his blame head off.
. '

.

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS By G. M. P
Cliff Hollowell, member of the gas
rationing board, sez some Princetonians are finding out that, whereas
they can get gas to enable them to
do their "essential" jobs, they cannot
get more tires. Cliff told feelingly of
a man who finally succeeded in getting his truck tires recapped, sold
the truck . . . and a tire blew out
while the new owner was driving the
truck home. "Drive as little as possible," was Cliff's parting advice.
Coach Cliff Cox doesn't appear too
down-hearted about outlook for football at Butler. High this year . . .
Says he expects to have 60 boys out
for Spring grid practice but bemoans
fact some lads are being graduated at
16, before they've hit their schoolboy prime, in athletics and otherwise.
Honey, who has been doing the
cooking since Christmas Day, heaved
a profound sign of relief when Mrs.
Alexander's kindergarten resumed atter the holidays Monday . . . David,
his drum, horns, soldiers and talent
for creating furore departed from our
house for half of each day.
Maybe something oughtta be done
about relaxing laws governing operation of drug stores . . . during war.
Kentucky law says a registered pharmacist must be on duty at all hours
the store is open. And Cliff Wood says
that's why he is closing at 6 o'clock
daily now . . . Because he, like the
mule, can only do so much work before the balking stage sets in.
Preacher John Fox is making himself very solid with the members of
the Pioneers . . . but these nocturnal
prowlings are something of a strain
upon doting parents, who do not get
much rest until their young offspring are bedded down for the night.
Having a minister young and energetic enough to promote picnics and
long tramps in the woods for youngsters is certainly a big help to busy
fathers, who sometimes neglect to cultivate the companionship of their
boys.
Our Under Cover Reporter says he
heard this one during the recent holidays: Old Father Hubbard went to
the cubbard to get himself a drink.
When he got there, the cubbard was
bare, so he took one out of the sink.
Elwood Cook, formerly much better
than a green hand at the country
newspaper business but more recently
an employe at Camp Breckinridge, is
at home . . . Elwood, propositioned by
Pennyriler to work for The Leader,
says he likes newspapering, but intimates he has found out he can
make considerably more money, work
fewer hours, in another field.
111
Mrs. A. G. Hubbard, who has been
victimized since Thanksgiving by a

severe attack of flu, was back at
work for the Red Cross this week, altho the sewing room was cold, needed
a housecleaning. Mightly valuable
worker, this lady; always on tap for
this great humane agency when needed..
Our Sweet Young Unofficial Reporter says college education for women
is futile. If they're pretty enough, it's
unnecessary; if they're not, it's inadequate.
Elmer Davis says the government
has no idea of cutting, or rationing,
newspaper advertising. And no idea
of doing any, in the community press
either, altho high government.officials
now say they realize country newspapers have the most reader interest.

It's Patriotic To
Keep Well

Washington Daybook

Beans Are Bullets
By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—Some ,of our even
more conservative Capital observe
rs
are sayirg that now that Claude
R.
Wickard is virtually a food product
ion
czar, it's time to quit fiddling
around
with bah-way measures and jingoist
ic
phrases ibout our food supply
and
what is ming to happen to it.
Our wir strategists, they say, have
already cecideci that American beans
are bullets and that a few
thousand
pounds o! beefsteak can be more devastating than all the four-ton blockbustersigternsdh;
on Italy in an hourraid.
They argue,argaut the, and ws•pitehso
es omfegejt
justiutsitn
ficTh
atieo, that
fication,
prospects
• the bread line has kept
Spain from
going over to the Axis and that
the
smiles we now get from Portuga
l
come from their two-way look
at the
feonocde.situation on both
sides of the

In hungry Italy, they
By Wilda Camery, R. N.
contend, faint
artmand
Community Service Society of
is
disease caused by empty
•machs. In a little different way,
New York
e same thing applies
(Associated Press Features)
to France. In
It has always been a privilege to
• deec'em,00l
anyH ltanedr
h , Belgium,
keep well. Today it is also patriotic.
countries,
ve our bridgeh
We must be well so that we, the civileads food will
on oerwy
give
e
1 th overnigh
ian strength of the nation, can contrit to millions of loyal
bute our share to the war effort.
Our armed forces must have suffiat summary doesn't even
coner the near-sta
cient medical care when injury ar
rvation of the Rusnsgt.fl,larfensetehi at
illness comes to them. Providing this
hunger-hardened nation
S (and
care has depleted the number of
well it could), it will be
doctors and nurses available for civillack of nourishment—no
t for lack
ian needs. In order to conserve the
Courage sr arms.
hatathtiisv,ebsratiaieftlth
medical care available, we must do
eri
y,eeni.: l,ow the military
• ci
all we can to avoid illness, and to
poiivleira nosr
trategiAs now look•at the
maintain our highest standard of
al war
picture Food has ceased
be a
health by regulating our living.
a wern
al
:
ailtaars
ianairp-rpoc?vuecrt:
oriel ahsue7
'
It
More than ever before, preventive
in
care for the maintenance of health is
essential. Good health means more
thepesn meat gf the
IS
than mere freedom from illness. It
Discussingsupply-demandsperaosposeproposed
gives us strength for the day's work
•
go ming the other day with a represe
and sees us through times of strain.
We are only too familiar with the
tragedies that such conditions as hidhe United
s r ack,;'ing
:
cOnl
norim
ntaelrests
den infections and organic destruction
ption of
around 17 billion
meat
p( ols.
can produce in the apparently well
Next
at market /ea, we will produce
person. Too often a superficial appear24 billion pounds, if all
ance of health blinds us to significant
that will .be three
gbi onwe,,
signs which only a doctor can inter,
en—and
Pounds
less
than the prospectv demand.,
pret. Regular visits to your doctor
give you opportunity to report initial
d that doesn
'
t „can giving more
It
signs of illness at a time when corlubsi
da
stenee
minimum to any
A
rection is easy—the fatigue, the poor
appetite, the loss of weight that may
Illi
t nsheorreA
natiht
nI
n- o
aed
ate
fie
heetnom
lexaisscouniplittri:t.'
edca
ti
indicate serious trouble or that may
merely mean slowing up for a time
ek c't all this isn't any inability
and taking a needed rest.
e Part of this
This periodic health examination
ith
ordinarily includes eye, ear, nose and
5Y It5 Soldiers and
itst that at the same time
throat examinations, chest x-ray, in:
,.
14
4flodurias
high.
mern
hiite,anoua
t
spection of teeth, blood test, urinalysis,
r-9tistl have realized that food
Wasserman test for syphilis, as well
is
may knock
as observation of glands, posture,
01
6mthee
11:4
muscle tone, skin and bone strength.
(b
gh:here ver to our side)
Your doctor may also bring to your
th
r weapon.
attention poor health practices which
you should correct before they prokrth
duce serious damage.
••Ofl'ipletes one rotation
on
• ,
It's patriotic to keep well!
an(
23 flours, 56 minutes
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U. S. Farmers Have
Sent Two Billions
In Food To Allies

By John Selby
Associated Press Features
"Mrs. Parkington," by Louis
Bromfield
The first big novel of 1943 is
Louis Bromfield's "Mrs. Parkington." It is also Mr. Brom-

field's first big novel since his
India series, one of the richest
he has produced and a technical
tour de force of extraordinary
shrewdness. It is difficult to
food for
think of any American who can
shipment to our Allies in nine
handle the limitations and adtheaters of war, the Department
vantages of the novel form more
skillfuly than Mr. Bromfield.
of Agriculture has announced.
In the strict sense, nothing
Despite wartime shortages of
much
happens in "Mrs. Parkingequipment,
farmers in
labor and
ington," and yet there is a great
up production
1942 stepped
AS GEORGIA WINS ROSE BOWL GAME—Lamar ,Davis (arrow), Georgia halfback, takes the deal of action Und all the con.enough to enable the United
opening kickoff in the Rose Bowl football game, at Pasadena, Calif., January 1, and returns the trast one could ask. Mrs. ParkStates to become the pantry for
ington is an old lady in her
ball to his 44-yard line, almost breaking away for a touchdown. He was pulled down from
the United Nations.
eighties,
and we see her as she
Purchasing these tremendous behind by Bob Waterfield, U.C.L.A. quarterback. Georgia players shown are Trippi (61) and Kuni- faces a series of crises
in the life
ansky
(46).
No.
22
is
Riddle,
Georgia
U.C.L.A.
of
won,
9
to
0.
—AP
Telemat
quantities. of food for the allied
of her family. Her grandson-innations, for the civilian populalaw, if that is a proper word, is
two nicely finished five-room about
tions of trade-isolated U. S.
to go to jail for doing
territories, for the Red Cross,
cottages on the east side of N. some of the same things her
and to meet some Army and
Jefferson St. He will also have husband did a half-century beNavy requirements, is the job of
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those a concrete walk laid in front of fore with impunity, and success.
the Agricultural Marketing Ad- who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county alBut this is only one thing; Mrs.
ministration. Most of these pur- most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files his property on that side of the Parkington's great-grandda
ughter
chases for over-seas shipment are of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a street. This enterprising step on is marrying "out of
her class";
regular
Leader
feature.
articles
The
reproduced
are
just
the
as
highly concentrated foods that
the heels of other building in another family member is about
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
require a minimum of shipping
the city is very convincing that to die of too much dope and
them.
space but provide a maximum
too much liquor; another has
Princeton is growing.
of • nourishment. Millions of
married a fourth time arIll her
Going to Town
They will meet J. W. McLin
pounds of these foods come from
cowboy
husband is beginning to
Store
Burglarised
Kentucky farms. Additional huge -4 Princeton, July 13, 1909—V. E. and Louard Cash near First
understand his insatiable wife—
Some
time
during
the
Last
quantities are bought at termin- Denham went to Paducah Sat- Presbyterian Church where floats
and so on and so on.
al markets where large supplies urday with E. L. Pickering and will call for them. Ladies and week after closing up hours,
Mrs. Parkington is at the cenpurchased
a
motor-cycle
on the escorts will be directed by Mrs. burglars entered the store of ter of
can be readily assembled and
everything. She still has
order of one made recently by Henry Curry. They will meet J. R. Beasley at Claxton, and
processed.
much money, but it is more
Herman
Larkin
of
her
this
at
city.
the
vacant
lot near J. carried away about $30.00 worth important that she
These agricultural commodistill has the
ties are being shipped to virtu- This will give Princeton two W. McLin's house on N. Jeffer- of clothing, etc. As yet there integrity she brought
with her
ally every part of the world motor-cycles and three auto- son. All who ride in the bri- are no clues to the guilty parties, to New York from
Leaping
mobiles.
Several
more
are ex- gade are asked to wear white but the authorities will look in- Rock, Nev.,
where United Nations' fighting
65 years before. Then
orces and civilians are fighting pected to be bought in the dresses and sashes of American to the matter in a manner that she was a little
sparrow, and
he Axis, to maintain their future. Mr. Larkins deserves colors.
may lead to arrests.
Gus Parkington was a very rich
•
•
•
recognition
for building his matrength and morale. Bomber
man on the make. Year by year
will
undoubtedly
The Owl Club
ews blasting German industrial chine and
Graduating Exercises
the little sparrow changed plumsomeday
be
famous.
Princeton, March 27, 1906— , Princeton, May 22, 1906—Grad- age, becoming
itics are carrying
Americanmore and more
• • •
An organization has been form- uating exercises of the City the woman
ade food; Russian armies are
of the world outside
A
Wrong
Impression
ed
the
by
young men of Prince- High School will take place at remaining in
ating from field kitchens that
herself the girl
Princeton, June 22, 1906—I ton to be known as the Owl the Christian Church,
re supplied with flour, meat,
Friday her clever husband saw when he
nd eggs from midwestern farms; wish to correct the idea that Club. The object of the club is to night, May 25. The class is com- first met her. This
is her power
ngland's troops and warwork- Mrs. John Lowery ate something not keep late hours as the name posed of the following young and her defense.
rs are depending on American last Sunday that hurt her. She implies, but social betterment of ladies and gentlemen, Misses
Obviously, Mr. Bromfield has
ood supplies to supplement their took on overdose of poisonous the members. The club has many Mary Mortimer Coleman, Mary had to produce a
social study of
medicine,
through mistake, which objects in view which include Pearson McChesney, and Marian
therwise inadequate larder.
America through many decades
"As our military food require- came near ending her life. I am getting a new passenger depot Jean McGregor, Messrs. George as well as a novel. The
events of
ents and those of our allies glad to say she is much better for the town, abolishing cigar- Walter Towery, Sam K. Kol- Mrs. Parkington's 84th
year
move
Increase, greater sacrifices will and we hope will soon be up ettes and enforcing church at- tinsky, Rawles
Moore, Jesse
again.
A
Friend.
ecessary here at
tendance.
home,"
Guyer Stevens and Marcus S.
• • •
• • •
cky USDA
War Board
Goldnamer. Pretty and attractive
Parade
- Princeton, April 27, 1906—Will engraved invitations have been
an, M. D. Royse, said.
Princeton, October 16, 1903— McLin, the young and enterpris- sent out by the
e food deliveries to the
graduates, and
d Nations have been great, The little boys and girls will ing lumber dealer of this city there is every indication of a
must be expanded. Agricul- have a parade Saturday here. will soon begin the erection of large and appreciative audience.
must be prepared, despite
fficulties it will face, to
step; up these deliveries. It is
imperative to the success of our
war effort."
I
farmers in
other 47
nearly 2,-

NewsFrom The Past

•

•

It

id
le

,a

•

•

•

•

ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT DECORATED—Maj. Gen. James Doollittle (left), chief of all air operations in North Africa, pins the
distinguished flying cross on Army Lieut. Col. Elliott Roosevelt
(right), a son of the President, for reconnaissance work over
enemy territory. This picture was sent by radio from London
to the United States.
—AP Telemat

Swedes Claim Solution
Of Magnetic Mines
•
Stockholm (Al—Swedish naval
experts, working with technicians
of the Swedish General Electric
Company, have solved the problem of magnetic mines, they announce. The Navy has opened
a demagnetizing station outside
of Stockholm, on Sweden's east
coast, and offers the service to
merchant shipping free of charge.
While technical details have
not been made public, it is said
the ships are treated to an
"electrical massage" by passing
through powerful high tension
fields. The hull of the ship is
also wired with cables, similar

•

on one plane, and the story of
the old lady's fabulous past
must be told in a series of flashbacks. Mrs. Parkington is always
seen as she is, against a set of
moving pictures which show her
as she became what she is. Mr.
Bromfield has written out of his
heart, but he has kept his wits
about him too. Technically the
novel is a superb job without
seeming so; it is fine and warming as well.

to the De Gauss devices first
used by Great Britain. Experts
claim the treatment and wiring completely protects a ship
against magnetic mines lying
from 3 to 45 feet below a ship's
hull, although "it is not practical
to completely eliminate the
magnetic qualities of the steel
masses involved."
The Leader leads in its field.

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky
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Kentucky Part Of
World's Pantry To
Save Millions From
Starvation

Victory-determined
Kentucky and the
States have supplied
000,000,000 worth of

MINIONIbay

Fis1 Pond Adds
To eat Supply
ibilities in farm families
more meat by raising
brought out by the United
Department of AgriculAn acre-pond might pro4500 to 600 pounds of fish a
if feed is provided, it is
Feeding can be done by
ing commercial fertilizer
the edges of the pond.
plant life thus stimulated
giving the fish more to
ue to the scarcity of fertiit is suggested that only
of bags or left-over fertibe used. Fish is one of the
that has not been rationed.
ish archeologists recently
vered a dwelling-site 9,000
old.
onthly attendance in USO
s has now passed the 7,000,mark.

200 MORE FOODS
will be Rationed Soon
but the

a Citizen as

Of course merchants have always
known the women „do, in normal
times, 85 percentithe buying. But
today, with food rationing in effect
and much more to come, women are
handling greatly increased purchasing power . . . and their responsibility to their families and to the Nation is multiplied.

Golden Guernsey

- To Buy Intelligently....
- To Make Her "Points" and
- Her Money Go Farthest

Yet!

Hallie C. Watt

Important
NOW!

of all

eiybody reads the Leader.

was never so

=-

Best Food

Pasteurized Milk
is not rationed

Mrs. Housewife

-

She needs the counsel and advice of honest sales messages from her Home
Town Merchants, upon whose goods she must depend, be they plentiful
or scarce.

•IINIMISINW....M••••••••••••

OPTOMETRIST
one 250

E. Main St.

elief At Last
or Your Cough
eomulsion relieves promptly belt goes right to the seat of the
ble to help loosen and expel
laden phlegm, and aid nature
soothe ahd heal raw, tender, ined bronchial mucous memes. Tell your druggist to sell you
tile of Creomulsion with the untanding you must like the way It
ckly allays the cough or you are
have your money back.

REOMULSION

Courhs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

As the time nears when the Point System of Food Rationing is to go
into effect, why not assure your family and yourself of Nature's best allaround food, in the best and purest form, by providing plenty of healthful,
safe Pasteurized Milk? A.SAFE and SURE way to protect the physical
well being of adults and children at a time when the balanced ration is
giving all housewives concern.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Main At Cadiz St.

Phone 161

- Now, As Never Before,
=
—
=

Regular advertising in the best read Home Newspaper is of vital importance in the war economy and in the best .interests of women buyers
and home merchants alike.

_THE PRINCETON

=—

=LEADER
Offers you the best and the cheapest advertising medium in Princeton
and Caldwell County ... Because it is Best Read.
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Page Four

At The Churches Deaths - Funerals Truck Operators
Johnnie George
To Get More Gasicates

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
John N. Fox, Pastor
Leonard Groom S. S. Supt.
9:45 A.M. 'Mgr Church School.
10:45 A.M. Morning Message:
"What is the Kingdom of God?"
3:00 P.M. The Pioneers meet.
6:30 P.M. The Tuxis meet.
7:30 P.M. The Evening Hour
of Worship. Meditation: "The
Role of Judge."
Monday, 2:00 P.M. The Missionary Society will meet in the
home of Mrs. F. T. Linton.
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M. A service of Prayer and Study.
8:00 P. M. ThursdayTilBH SH
Wednesday, the
8:00 P.M.
Choir rehearses.

Chaplain, Husband
Of Local Girl, Safe

Johnnie George, formerly of
Must Have Certif
Princeton, died at his home in
San Diego, Calif., Dec. 20.
Of War .Necessity
Mr. George was born in this
After Jan. 31
county January 1, 1892, but in
Cleveland, 0., Jan. 5—Sightyoung manhood went to Caliof
own
fornia to make his home. He ing a possible breakd
Ohio,
in
was the youngest son of the late trucking operations
a afGarrett G. and Sarah Melissa Kentucky and West Virgini
Thomas,
D.
R.
31,
y
Januar
ter
George.
Motor
His ashes arrived in this city regional manager of the
of
Office
n,
inDivisio
were
rt
and
2,
Transpo
Jan.
y,
Saturda
today
,
rtation
ry
Transpo
Cemete
e
Hill
Defens
terred in Cedar
again urged truck operators who
on the W. L. Davis lot.
funeral
ive
impress
have not received Certificates of
but
Short
grave,
the
at
War Necessity, or who have not
services were held
nt mileage
with Rev. E. S. De'nton, in charge. been alloted sufficie
ately
immedi
to
a
by
ration
d
fuel
survive
and
is
Mr' George
ODT office.
sister, Mrs. W. L. Davis, a half contact the nearest
Georg, of
"After January 31," said Mr.
MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION brother, Tinsley
s,
brother
, "fuel, tires and parts
two
Thomas
and
AY
MET HERE MOND
Salem, Ky.,
George, of will be alloted only on the basis
Patton
and
AsElbert
rial
Ministe
on
The Princet
of conditions set forth on the
sociation met in the study of Tulare, Calif.
Certificate of war Necessity, and
the Methodist Church Monday
no more temporary transport
ata
full
was
afternoon. There
John Baker
, under which many verations
tendance. Rev. C. P. Brooks
Funeral services for John Bak- hicles are now being operated,
read the Scripture and Rev. J.
er, 75, who died at his home will be issued.
G. Cothran led in prayer. There
Fredonia, Wednesday, Dec.
in
If truck operators feel their
was general discussion, including
31, kere held at the home, mileage allotment is insufficent
School
Sunday
's
last Sunday
Thursday afternoon, Jan. 1, with to take care of their needs, I
lesson. It was decided to have a
the Rev. J. W. Outland in charge. urge them to make an imprepared paper read each quarter
He is survived by his widow; mediate appeal for increased raon some vital religious subject
four children, Mrs. Henry Hol- tions.
by one of the ministers.
land, Fredonia, and Mrs. J. E.
Dean, Henderson; Pvt. Earnest Administrator's Notice
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mrs. Tally,
Baker, Ohio, and
All persons knowing themChas. P. Brooks, Minister
Fredonia, and one brother and selves indebted to the estate of
Bible School, 945.
one sister.
George W. Hill, deceased, will
Worship, 10:55.
Pallbearers were Ed Turley, please come forward and settle
The Communion Service each Charley Wilson, George Scott, the same at once; and all perclaims against the
Lord's Day. The Sermon by the Ed Phelps,Charles and Wilford sons having
estate will present them, properMinister.
Baker.
ly proven, to the undersigned
The livening Worskip, 7:00.
Flower girls were Mrs. J. D. within 30 days at the Fredonia
Wednesday, Wylie, Misses Marguerite Wylie, Valley Bank.
Service
Prayer
Virgil E. Coleman,
7:20 e'eloek.
Florence Pepper, all of Princeton
Administrator
FreBaker,
Wilene
and Edna
OGDEN MEMORIAL
donia.
TIRED
METHODIST CHURCH
11. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M. Sunday School
11:00 A.M. "The Dangerous
Freedom of Sin."
7:00 P.M. Sermon by Rev. W.
I. Munday.
8:00 P. M. Second Quarterly

is well
The chaplain, who
as a
Murray
known here and at
1938
from
pastor
Presbyterian
lost
as
listed
never
to 1940, was
Lieut. Howell Forgy, Nevy
but
ment,
Depart
Navy
by the
ally
chaplain who uttered, "Praise
unoffici
i- information received
the Lord and Pass the Ammun
the west
by Mrs. Forgy from
give
to
Harbor
tion," at Pearl
ago indicated
days
several
coast
cry
America its foremost battle
killed or
he was among several
of the war, is reported safe afhit.
was
when his ship
ter being feared lost since early lost
d a letter
receive
Forgy
Mrs.
in December, according to his
and
him saying, "I am safe
wife, the former Louise Morgan, from
have
you
e
and presum
who is visiting her parents, Mr. unhurt
returned to Kentucky."
and Mrs. Will Morgan .

CRPITOL

TONIGHT
—AND—

FRIDAY

Administrator's Notice
Princeton, Kentucky,
themAll persons knowing
December 30, 1942
Pickerselves indebted to E. L.
ING
MEET
same on
STOCKHOLDERS
ing, deceased, will pay 1943, and
15,
ry
Februa
before
January 15, 1943,
or
against
all persons having claims
7 O'clock P. M.
present same
The regular Annual Meeting
s
of the Stockholders and Member
SavFederal
on
Princet
the
of
will be
ings & Loan Association
assoheld at the office of the
for
date
above
the
on
ciation
g three
the purpose of electin
Directors for a term of three
othyears and to transact such
before
er business as may come

THE MUSICAL OF
THE MINUTE!

meeting

Wednesday

COBB CHURCH
The Rev J. T. Cunningham
will preach at school at 11 a.
m. and 2 p.m. Sunday, and at
Cedar Bluff at 7 p.m.

* CHARLES BOYER
* RITA HAYWORTH
*GINGER ROGERS
* HENRY FONDA
* CHARLES LAUGHTON
* EDWARD G.ROBINSON
* PAUL ROBESON
* ETHEL WATERS

-- Here's
ed

Cramm
and
Loosen up
dot'

that'll
lammed
withded
the hit names!
laughs! Loaks a
with big
pac
songs and .. as Vic
nto one
.
romancing i
with love
year's week!
wacky

(ES BROy

01411,4
KIER
MAYES
umsoblicsi

•Mrs. Hugh Goo
Mined Monday eve
her home on Hop
with a dinner par
of her daughter, Sa
roommate, Martha
Paducah, who are
al K. and apendi
days
presheenrte.
were M
Hopper, Martha J
Sarah Goodwin and
F. Tracey.

ALES
WTI 44 FAVOSITE
FEATUIES PLAYERS

lottie Moon Circ
Elects New Offi

IN THE NEWS REEL . . .
Africa Battle
Latex pictures from the New Guinea and North
Fronts.
Yanks observe Christmas Overseas.
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker Tells His Own Story.
ALSO SELECT SHORT UNITS

TUES. ik WED.

11c & 20c

AN APPLE A DAY Cookket Keep

-

I

3

11 c & 20c

THIS DOCTOR AWAY!

CAPSULES

40's-980 • 100's—$1.98
°lea

WOOD DRUG CO.

Mrs. Claude Kol
tess to members o
eon Circle of the
Church, Tuesda
anuary 5, at her
rown St.
During the busin
officers for the
we* elected. They
WIlion Baker, presi.,
Booker, vice-preside
Robert Jacob, secreta
stone, treasurer, and
Prince. reporter.
Following the elect
ficers, a program
led by Mrs.
Howard
assisted by Mary Wil
Mre, Robert
Jacob, La
and Mrs. Clifton
Woo
Members present w

11"56136
V-6
IIIPP
uuriudiug
'I Get no Pock It
• ChICkon'•'Pteoso
Won't You leave My
girl Mom'• A !soca
It Texas' • Can't It
Ont at Tell Mood'

Also!
Edgar Kennedy
comedy
Fox News

*I"

•

itAk"
‘4SS°16 411.

STAMPS
THIS THEATRE IS READY TO SERVE YOU WITH WAR BONDS AND

The New

starring

SATURDAY — 2 TOP FEATURES

MacDonald

P. M.
Matinee starts 11:45 A. M.—Night show 6:00

FIRESTONE

CAREY
Jean PHILLIPS
with

REMEMBER....

Chamberlain,
!Daladier, Dolfum, Franco, Von Papen,
Benes, Matsuoko, Winsdor, Masaryk,
Weygand, Leopold, Hess and Literally
Hundreds of others who compromise the
cast of this greatest documentary film
ever assembled?

- War Tire

"UNITED
WE STAND"

II

A PULL-LENGTH FEATURE
NARRATED BY LOWELL THOMAS

6:00x16

1325

YOU'LL SEE THEM ALL...

J. CARROL NAISH
EDUARDO CIANNELLI
WARREN HYMER

NOVELTY
Also RAY WHITLEY COMI:DY and

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

There are pie
left to choose
SEE
NEXT WEEK'S
PAPER
FOR DETAILS!

GRAND
ENTERTAINMENT
GREAT
STARS!

We will be glad to help you make out an Application
' for a Tire Rationing Certificate.

—SECOND

FEATURE—

.1100FS

:Rowland Motor Co.
PHONE 628

r-.

This is the last
at a Reduced P
LOOK

WHAT'S

COMING!

JACK BENNY
ANN SHERIDAN

=—

ALSO'

110 ;:171

....T
tit"ftg
CARTOON and SERIAL

Don't miss thi
Quality Footw
They are mod
Connie, Paris F

In the roles they played for good or evil
. . . as they set the stage for this greatest of all struggles for liberty. Its a
complete review of civilization's most
shocking decade!

Come In and See It!

II:EVERSON STREET

Dinner Party

TaP wanks

Now You Can Buy

g

ter of Mr. and
Wilson and a neice
GrM
acres. Wi
Mi
ye
so
rsn, isPa
formerly lived her

* ROCHESTER

Mau
srali
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'YES—It's true! If your present tires cannot be re, you are eligible to apply for a certificate to
capped
•
3= buy the new Firestone War Tire no matter whether
you hold an "A", "B" or "C" gasoline ration book.
The new Firestone War Tire is now at our garage.
US construction has been tested and proved by more
than two years of service. Naturally, you'd expect Firestone to build the best War Tire that can be built, because Firestone bas always been a pioneer In developing new processes and creating new products made
,..-- from rubber. And with its unequalled background of
- experience in building tires that successfully with= stand the most gruelling tests of durability and safety,
= it is not surprising that Firestone is building a War
M Tire with many exclusive features. .

—and—

MONDAY

L'alury- Jot

13exet

VITAMIN 11 COMPLEX

SUNDAY

presents

Administrator's Notice

p.m.
Prayer
7:30 p.m.

The marriage
Carolyn Wilson,
and Mrs. A .G.
to James B.
United States A
of Otis Field,
Mass., son of M
C. Myers, Nash vi
ized on Thursda
17, at East End M
Nashville, with t
ent arsons offici
The bride wore
model and her
accessories were
tume was accente
er bouquet of ore
Miss Martha D
served as the b
tendant. Raymond
his cousin's best
Following the
Myers and his hi
Short wedding tri
ing the bride adde
skin topcoat to he

GREATEST GALAXY OF
STARS EVER ASSEMBLED
FOR ONE UNFORGETTABLE
SCREEN TRIUMPH!

All These"..""
Top Entertainment
and Radio Names in

let go!

Wilson-Myer

consideration.
the meeting for
Princeton Federal Savings is
Loan Association
By C. M. Wood, Sec'y.

:C1 ADP

All persons having claims
- '
NERVOU ;
against the estate of Martha H.
y
properl
same
present
Stephens
proven for settlement on or before March 1, 1943 and all perSLEEP POORLY sons knowing themselves indebted to said estate come forward
and settle same before same
Conference.
*air NO APPETITE?
6:15 P.M. Youth Fellowship date.
Hershel Stephens
service.
J. D. Stephens,
"There are no enduring bonds
These conditions may he Mae Nano oi
Administrators
Vitamin B deficiency. Take Bezel Vitamin
of friendship in the associations
B Complex Capsules daily. Bezel C.apailes
servworship
in
our
be with us
of iniquity."
ars high unit and pleasant lasting.
ices.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
MONEY MACK IF DEXEL DOESN7 IIIVE YOU
CHURCH OF CHRIST
J. G. Cothran, Minister.
A &IA! -LIFT" IN JUST 10 DAYSI
Chas. Lancaster, Minister
Sunday School at 9:45.
1A4KISSON & 10111110,
Bible Study 10 a.m.
Morning Worship at 11:00.
Preaching at 11 a.m. and 7:30
Sermon theme, "Honor The
Lord*"
B. T. U. at 6:15.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Sermon theme, "Christian Virtues."
Prayer service 7:30 Wednesday night.
We wish to extend to all a
cordial invitation to come and

said decedent will
before
properly proven on or
February 15, 1943.
Wm. G. Pickering,
Administrator, E. L.
Pickering, deceased.
2t

*Women's Page
Gwendolyn Booker, Mrs.
Jacob, Mrs. Howard McRobert
The marriage of Miss June
Mary Wilson Baker, LaConnell,
Mr.
Carolyn Wilson, daughter of
Mrs. Clifton Wood,
Stone,
Rue
Nashville,
Wilson,
.G.
and Mrs. A
to James B. Myers, sergeant, Charline Prince and the hostess.
Young
United States Army Air Forces, Visitors were Melville
of Otis Field, Camp Edwards, and Jackie Koltinsky.
At the close of the meeting,
Mass., son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
hostess served chicken salad
the
solemnwas
Nashville,
C. Myers,
ized on Thursday evening, Dec. and tea.
17, at East End Methodist Church,
Nashville, with the Rev. J. Rob- Mrs. Denton Hostess To
ert arsons officiating.
Girls' Interest Group
The bride wore an aqua crepe
The Girls' Interest group of
model and her hat and other
the Woman's Society of Christaccessories were black. Her cosian Service, of the Ogden Memtume was accented by a shouldorial Methodist Church met at
er bouquet of orchids.
the home of Mrs. E. S. Denton,
Miss Martha Davis, Nashville,
Monday night, Dec. 28, at 7:30
served as the bride's only ato'clock.
tendant. Raymond Williams was
The discussion led by Mrs.
his cousin's best man.
Pearline
with
Dudley Smith
' Following the ceremony,- Mr.
Mildred and Opal PatBrandon,
Myers and his bride left for a
taking part, was the ways
short wedding trip. For travel- ton
of observing and celebrating
a
added
sealbride
black
the
ing
Christmas, by the peoples of difskin topcoat to her costume.
ferent nations, followed by the
Mrs. Myers is a granddaughusual Christmas party, with reter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
freshments of ice cream and
Wilson and a neice of Miss Helen
cake.
Grace Wilson, Princeton, and
Present were Mesdames E. S.
formerly lived here.
Denton and Dudley Smith; Misses
Dorothy and Wanda Jones, Ruth
Dinner Party
Herron, Mildred and Opal Patton,
Mrs. Hugh Goodwin enter- Dorothy Satterfield, Bobbie Wattained Monday evening, 6:30, at son, Mary Carter and Pearline
her home on Hopkinsville St. Brandon.
with a dinner party, in honor
of her daughter, Sarah, and her
Virginia Wylie Voted
roommate, Martha Jane Phipps,
Member
Outstanding
who
Paducah,
are attending U.
At a meeting of the Merry
of K. and spending the holiMaids club Tuesday evening,
days here.
Present were Misses Helen Jan. 5, at the home of Miss EmHopper, Martha Jane Phipps, ma Glass, Miss Virginia Wylie
Sarah Goodwin and Mrs. John was voted the club's outstanding
member for 1942.
Tracey.
In planning the year's activithe club voted to meet the
ties,
ottie Moon Circle
first and third Tuesday nights
ects New Officers
of each month.
Mrs. Claude Koltinsky was
Present were Misses Katherine
ostess to members of the Lottie Kevil, Mabel Johnston, Gene
oon Circle of the First Bap- Cash, Virginia Wylie, Lucile
t Church, Tuesday evening, Gray, Flora Jane Koltinsky and
nuary 5, at her home on Mrs. John F. Tracey.
own St.
After the business session,
During the business session, bridge was played and refreshw officers for the coming year ments served.
re elected. They were Mary
The club will hold its next
lson Baker, president; Polly meeting at the home of Miss
ker, vice-president;
M r s. Helen Hopper, Jan. 19.
bert Jacob, secretary; LaRue
ne, treasurer, and Charline
Girl Scouts Plan
nce, reporter.
(Mowing the election of of- Month's Activities
The Junior Girl Scouts of Butrs, a program was given,
by Mrs. Howard McConnell, ler High School met Wednesday
sted by Mary Wilson Baker, Dec. 31 at Butler High School
Robert Jacob, LaRue Stone for their regular meeting. Two
committees were appointed for
Mrs. Clifton Wood.
embers present were Polly scout actvities for the coming

Wilson-Myers

•

••vtemt...togrgssev•Ifffrr—1

and

Churches. C7ubs

Phone 50
•

•
•
•
Dorothy Ann Davis

Society. Personals

Personals

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•7

with her mother, Mrs. R. B. Rat- Children's Playthings
Change Little
liff.
a
New York (IP)--Chlldren
Mrs. D. J. Myers, Dawson
Springs, was the guest of Mrs. century ago enjoyed much the
L. A. Walker here one day last same kind of toys that modern
week.
youngsters like, it is shown at
Mrs. an exhibit of the New York
Jack Mitchell, son of
Martha Mitchell, has resumed
Historical Society. Tin models
his studies at Kentucky Weslyan
of oldtime railroad enginers, dolls
spend
after
Winchester,
College,
miniature
with
hoopskirts,
ing the holidays with homecoaches and furniture attest to
folk here.
the perennial popularity of this
Lieut. and Mrs. Salem F. Jones
kind of toy. There is also a disare the guests of Mrs. Jones'
play of mechanical banks, which
They
Catlett.
R.
J.
Mrs.
mother,
performed complicated evoluwill leave Friday for Williamstions when a coin was deposited.
burg, Va., where Lieut. Jones
Now they are collectors' items.
will be stationed.
Anna Clark Rogers has returnThe flight decks of airplane
ed to her home in Danville afcarriers are surfaced with wood.
ter a visit here with her grandmother, Mrs. Charles Ratliff. Sr.
At any given moment 600
and other relatives.
British naval vessels are at sea.
Louise Kelly will return to
11.11111666666111111111111111111lllllIII4llllll11111111112 114/1.1 104/611111.01l1111111.11
Margaret Hall, Versailles,
week-end after spending the
holidays with her mother, Mrs.
Frances Eldred Kelly and grandfather, Shelley Eldred.
Miss Margeret Litchfield, Louisville, spent last week-end with
her sister, Mrs. Edwin Koltinsky
and Mr. Koltinsky.
• Mrs. In Stevens, Chicago, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. C. A.
Horn and parents, Rev. and
Mrs. J. T. Cunningham.

and
Misses Sarah Goodwin
Mary Jane Phipps left Tuesday for U. K., Lexington, to resume their studies after spending the holidays with Miss Goodwin's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Goodwin.
Mrs. Lala Barnett and Mrs.
Sallie P. fort left Wednesday
morning for Tampa and Miami
Beach, Florida where they will
visit relatives.
Miss Mary Leigh Goodwin,
Dayton, Ohio, spent four days
here with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Goodwin, during the
Christmas holidays.
Miss Revis Hopper left for
Washington, D. C., Sunday where
she is employed after spending
the holidays with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Hopper, near
Princeton.
Miss Kathryn Hobgood, student at Kentucky Weslyan College, Winchester, spent the holidays here with relatives.
Mrs. W. E. Davis and Miss
Joella Jones, Paducah, spent
Wednesday here with friends
and relatives.
Mrs. Winfred Williamson and
little daughter, Melva Joyce, Detroit, and Thomas Stone, U. S.
—AP Telemat Navy, visited their mother, Mrs.
FORD HEIRESS MARRIES—Mr. and Mrs. Walter Buhl Ford, H, T. R. Stone and other relatives
during the holidays.
leave Christ Church chapel, in Grosse Pointe, Mich., Detroit sub, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Towery,
Ford,
Josephine
urb, after their marriage. Mrs. Ford, the former
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Towery, Mr.
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Ford and the only grandHenry Towery and Mrs. Arney
daughter of Henry Ford.
T. Rawls were the guests of Mr.
year. Mary Virginia Cothran is Jo Ann Pickering, Dotty Deen, and Mrs. Robert Towery and
chairman for the room com- Mary Sue Sartin, Babe Ruth family in Hopkinsville Sunday.
Manly° Ruth Vowell returned
mittee, which group will redecor- Huckerson, Anne Gowin, Cynate the Scout room. Ann Gowin thia Ann Cunningham, Rose to Murray last week where she
is chairman of the entertainment Mitchell Randolph, Mary Vir- is attending training school for
committee, which group is to ginia Cothran, Dixie Glenn Ray, defense work.
Miss Martha Jane Phipps, Pasponsor a play. Plans for buy- Nancy Groom, Barbara Jean
ing a troop flag with the pro- Nall, Martha Ann Stegar, Nancy ducah, is visiting Miss Sarah
ceeds from the recent rummage Dee Hearne and Betty Jeane Goodwin, her roommate at U.
of K.
sale given by the Scouts were Poole.
Anna Garrett Ratliff returned
completed. During the meeting,
Milton Brown, Jr., Paducah, to U. of K. at Lexington Tuesa member, Babe Ruth Hickerson, passed a second class test. is visiting friends and relatives day to resume her studies after
spending the Christmas holidays
Present were Betty Jo Linton, here.

Personal Needs
For Women
• IN

Meds

25c

Tampax

35c

I Modess

22c

1

Kotex (junior)

22c

Kotex (regular)

22

Kotex (super)

72c

Pound Supper
Wigginton entertained
Seth
the young people with a pound
supper Tuesday night, Dec. 29,
at his home in Fredonia. Present
were Misses June Oliver, Bonnie
Jean King ,Hazel Fuller, Doris
Oliver, Jewell Jones, Messrs.
Sonny Moore, Kenneth Oliver,
Junior Moore, Billy Sam Young,
Billy Clegg, Buddy Rogers, Jerry Parr, Gerald Rogers, Norman
Faught and Seth Wigginton.

Homemakers' Schedule
Friday, Jan. 8, 2:00 p.m., Eddyville Road, Mrs. L. C. Li.sman,
hostess.
Saturday, Jan. 9, 2:00 p.m.,
Hall, Mrs. Joe Horning, hostess.

25c

[Belts

.Hollowell's
Phone 1

I
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BARNES END-OF-THE-SEASON SALE
offers you tremendous savings!
Because We Know You'll Wear the Very Life Out of It, Here's

That All-Important Coat!
January Clearance

our

entire stock GREATLY REDUCED

Both fur-trimmed and sport models . . .
they all go at deeply cut prices. Each apd
every one of these splendid coats was made
especially for the busy life you're leading!
They're designed for double-time duty . . .
to keep you warm and well dressed ftom

early morning until late at night. Because
of the very uncertain future in the garment world, we advise buying not only for
the winter months ahead, but for next fall
and next winter, too. They're exceptional
values.

of Womens Fine Dress Shoes is

Dresses...

Still Going On

Captivating dresses for those precious hours when your time is your own. Sturdy models for
your working hours, too! They're ALL reduced during this special sale . . . You'll enjoy wearing them now and for months to come.

Don't miss this opportunity to Save on
Quality Footwear.

SALE OF
FOOTWEAR

They are made by Vitality, Selby, Nisley,
Connie, Paris Fashion and Sewanee.
This is the last chance to buy good Shoes
at a Reduced Price!

Suedes and suede combinaions only ... designed by
:4 nergetic . . . Every one
smartly styled.

our entire stock o
Fall and winter
LADIES' HATS

in three value-giving groups
$1•00

$1.95

$2.95
99

BIG REDUCTIONS
THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
iiiiii

iiiii
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1942
of
es
Stori
est
Bigg
12
AP News Editor Selects
Tide Turns For
United Nations
On All Fronts

Mary Dillon of CampbelitIlt
collected 2,200 pairs of silk and
haorn
reecrn
enatkerr
nymloenmhboesres
d si,vce.lubs
of
Many garments were remodeled at 11 "clothing clinics" held in Rockcastle county report •
of 455 gallons of molasaea
by homemakers' clubs in Cald- total
.
heramn 2
Fo
Hnom
o
well county.
.10 the Hardin County
George Stevens of Carter counAssociation secured
akers
reto
drainage
ty installed tile
claim 25 acres of low, wet bot- a 50-volume traveling library
from Frankfort.
tom land.
Mercer county 4-H club memEighty-seven girls in the Betare planning to feed 39
berg
Madison
in
club
4-H
Hill
ty
county made 278 garments at an calves in 1943. They will get
City in Febru.
estimated saving of more than them in Kansas
ary.
$250.
Mrs. James Pendygraft of
Mrs. Charles Ogden of Slaughters, Webster county, made an Boyle county made a profit of
attractive smock from three feed $3.16 a hen above feed rlst ix
1942.
sacks.
Charles Black, a Fayette coonButler county 4-H club members sold over $500 worth of ty Negro 4-H club boy, sold k
war stamps and bonds from a pig for $75 and collected $00
metal, 30s
"victory booth" at the county pounds of scrap
pounds of bones for fertilizer
high school.
Mrs. W. R. Mahan and Mrs. and 30 pounds of grease.

Among The
County Agents

Marked For Death

Snores Self From Army

It's A Fast-Moving World:
Here Was Big News Of '41
Associated Press Features
How fast the world and home fronts have changed
which
in a year can be seen by recalling these stories
1941:
for
poll
AP
ranked as the top in the
1. Japan attacks while talking peace.
2. Reuben James sunk; it's a world war.
3. Germany turns on Russia, meets first reverses.
4. Lend-lease billions flow to England, Russia.
5. Taxes lead with 220 billions earmarked for defense.
6. Roosevelt and Churchill draft the Atlantic
Charter.
7. Six major battleships go to the bottom.
8. Rudolph Hess parachutes "to save humanity."
9. Army breaks up defense plant strikes.
10. Brooklyn Dodgers win the pennant.

Events Of Record
News Year Burst
Limits Of 10-Story
Summary
By Charles Hence
Associated Press Features
The big news as 1942 closed is
that the United Nations are on
the offensive on virtually all

fronts.
In Russia, in Africa, in the
Southwest Pacific-in the air,
on land and on the sea-the Alfuture. American learned that
lies are beginning to crowd thr
some of her sons had gone along.
Axis in the first real show of
11. Bombers Raid Europe.- STATE OF KENTUCKY,
concerted global strength.
Leonard D. Williams (above), The British have a bomb they CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
A year ago only Russia had
taken the offensive at Rostov. of Fresno, Calif., spent 28 days call a "block-buster." Aided by Laura Hogan, et, al.,
Elsewhere the United Nations- in the army, sleeping in eight
might of
Plaintiff vs.
the ever growing
few fewer than today's thirty- different quarters in that time.
have
they
power,
the
air
that
widow & (AdAmerica's
loudly
Thomas,
so
Mary
were suffering a series of tragic He snored
army discharged him so that been pulverizing German and ministrator of R. A. Thomas
and humiliating defeats.
devastating raids. Deceased) et, al., Defendant
A year-spurred by the vast other soldiers could enjoy their Italian cities in
to come.
In Equity
productiveness of America, the sleep. Now he is a civilian again. But the worst is yet
bombers and
Telemat
heavy
American
-AP
By virtue of a judgment of
and
Russia
of
defense
dogged
fighters, once damned as in- the Caldwell Circuit Court renBritish block-bursting air raidsfew short months the Nipponese adequate, have proven
their dered the above entitled cause
has seen the tide turn.
of the South speriority and are piling up at the October Term, 1942, the
whole
the
over-ran
was
In a general sense there
and were battering at for a concentrated air offensive. undersigned will on 3rd Monday,
only one big story this year- Pacific
of Australia. High spots
gates
the
12. Boston's Fire Tragedy (Nov. the 18th Day of January, 1943,
happenevery
Almost
war.
the
were 28)-A tiny match flame in the
conquest
of
sweep
this
in
being County Court day, being of moment was tied up difall of strategic Singapore, hands of a 16-year-old busboy tween the hours of 10 a.m., and
rectly or indirectly with the the
stubborn American resist- touched off a fire in a Boston 3 p.m., at the Courthouse door
main event. Likewise, there were the
at Bataan, and Gen. Mac- night club that claimed the lives in Princeton, Ky., proceed to exance
so many stories of an important
escape to Australia.
of nearly 500 merrymakers.
pose to public sale to the highor dramatic nature that even by Arthur's
Government
- Party
Two
5.
Surely one of the most un- est bidder the following propertelescoping and combining it is
Strengthened In N. '(Nov. 3) usual news stories was Premier ty:
impossible to fit them into a
favorite theme of some a- Stalin's second front letter to
-A
other
A certain tract of land lyformal "ten best" as in
was that American two- Henry Cassidy of the Moscow
larmists
ing and being in Caldwell
years. A dozen make a very
party government was a dead bureau of The Associated Press.
County, Ky., described as
minimum.
Well, the Republicans not Others: Normandie burns; Carole
duck.
follows; Beginning at two
Here is the news roll call for
came back in the off-year Lombard killed in plane crash;
white oaks, thence N 80. E
1942-based on the selections of only
to greatly strengthen 18-19-year-olds drafted; Cards
elections
173 poles to a white oak in
desks
AP editors, over whose
Congressional power but win pennant; Churchill visits
the line of No-4, thence S.
flow millions of words a week: their
evidence of a coming Roosevelt; Joe Louis quits ring;
with said line 50 poles to a
1. A "Second Front Is Opened provided
struggle.
John Barrymore, George M.
flat rock in said line and
(Nov. 7)-At the very moment
6. Tokyo Is Bombed (April 18) Cohan dies; Wilkie tours United
North East corner to No-3
discussion of a second front was
-The
Germans took FDR strict- Nations; Japs invade Aleutians.
with the line of said lot W
at white heat, the greatest amly at his word when they broad52 poles to a hickory, thence
phibious expedition in history,
cast that Tokyo had been bomb- Protecting Your Foods
South with said line 20 poles
involving 850 ships, a vast
ed by American planes based on
to a dogwood outside of the
American Army accourtered with
Your electric refrigerator does
Shangri-La. And Shangri-La it
fence, with said lot S 76. W
700,000 articles of war, was confar more than prevent food from
remains.
32 poles to a branch with
verging on North Africa to make
spoiling-it preserves the pre7. America Goes On Wartime
Sycamore, Maple and Elm
it a fact. This invasion, combincious vitamins and minerals, parcup of coffee a
ed with Britain's smash of Rom- Economy-One
as pointers, thence up the
ticularly in vegetables. For inday perhaps may epitomize
mel, gives the United Nations a
creek with its meanders and
stance, scientists know that green
America's conversion to a warwith lot no - 3 S 25. E 84
springboard for a European atpeas and beans lose their Vitatime
basis, with every citizen
tack. North African aftermaths
poles to a Willow corner to
min C at room temperature, but
saw Germany occupy the rest of touched by a vast system of keep it well with proper refrigDower, thence with said
France and the scuttling of most price controls, wage stabiliza- eration. If leafy vegetables such
dower line W 42 poles to a
tion and rationing, accompanied
of the French Navy.
stake in the old field, thence
as spinach and beet greens are
by zooming taxes. An incidental
2. America Takes Offensive in
with said dower line E. to
kept at 40 to 50 degrees they
phase was the pasting of the
Pacific-When the Navy rea black oak, ..thence with
retain their original value for
WPA.
leased the blood-chilling pictures
another line of the dower
quite a long time.
8. Saboteurs Executed (Aug. 8)
and story of Pearl Harbor,
W. 62 poles to a stake in
-Six of eight Nazi saboteurs
America already was secure in
Nichols line, thence with
Approximately $145,000,000 anthe knowledge that the sneak who came ashore from German nually is spent by the states for
said line N 9. E 165 poles to
attack had been avenged, that submaries, paid for their daring psychiatric services.
the beginning, containing 68
in the electric chair in Washingthe Japanese had suffered a
acres more or less, excepting
ton, to bring to a close one of
series of disastrous defeats cli8 acres on South side ConIn Alaska as early as 1861 gold
the most extraordinary incidents
maxed by the destructive Soloveyed to M. C. Darnell and
discoveries were made on the
of war.
mons Islands engagement (Nov.
now owned by F. P. Pool,
Stikine
river.
9. Eddie Rickenbacker Rescued
13-15), and that American forces
(Nov. 14)-"I never lost faith 111llllll111.11“..1.1...lllll.11111.1111111111111311.1611mullilifflu.1111111011111111111111111llllll11111111.11111.1111111.lllllllllIiiiiiIIIIM111111111111111111111111111.11
were on the offensive on Guadaland knew he would be rescued."
canal and in New Guinea.
Those were the words of Mrs.
American victories in the Coral
Eddie Rickenbacker when news
Sea and Midway battles were
came of the captain's rescue in
previous omens of Pacific rethe South Pacific. The man who
covery.
always comes back had done it
3. Russia Holds and Counteragain.
Attacks-On Sept. 30 Hitler
10. Dieppe Is Raided (Aug. 19)
shouted that Stalingrad was a
-The tragically punishing Canacity "which we shall take; you
dian Commando raid on Dieppe
may depend on it." But the
was one of the most spectacuFuehrer was wrong again. The
lar single incidents of the war
Verdun of World War II held
and a dress rehearsal for the
And, of course, a cordial reception and
through four terrific months of
Nazi assault, and then almost
careful attention to your entertainment
from its battered buildings came
an amazing Russian offensive
during your stay are yours, always, at
that spread like wildfire along
Here is a name
the vast Russian front.
to remember
4. Japan Carves Out An Empire-After mouthing abotit its
Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity
sphere for years, Japan set out
forcibly to win it, and did. In a

Commissioner's Sale

1

Robert Murphy (above), President Roosevelt's personal representative in French Africa, was
marked for assassination together with various high French officials, it was disclosed in AlHenri Giraud,
giers by Get
in
French high commissioner
North Africa. Gen. Giraud intimated his own life had been in
-AP Telemat
danger.

IS FOR EXPERT
. . Practice makes perfect and experience makcm
expert. Years of insurance experience has made
expert in handling insurance problems.

"Honestly, It's the best policy"

leaving 60 acres more or
less.
Said sale is being made for
the purpose of division among
heirs. The purchaser will be required to give bond with good
personal security for the payment of the purchase money,
payable to the Master Commissioner, bearing 6 percent interest
from date until paid, having the
effect of a Judgment or Replevin bond, on which execution may issue at maturity, with
a lien reserved for the payment
thereof. Said sale will be made
on a credit of 6 months.
Amy Frances Littlepage,
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
Attorney, C. Baker.
Princeton, Ky., Nov. 26, 1942

A 62 year record
of 2-Way help*

When Your
Back HurtsAnd Your Strength and
Energy le Below Par

it

may be caused by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
waste to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and miserable
when the kidneys fail to remove exceea
acids and other waste matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pain., headache., dirrinew,
getting up nights, leg pains, swelling.
Sometime, frequent and scanty urination with smarting and burning I. another sign that something is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment Is wiser than neglect. 'Tee
Doan's Pill.. It is better to rely on •
medicine that ham won countrywide approval than on something leas favorably
known. Donn't have been tried and tested many years. Are at all drug stores.
Get Doan's today.

DOAN'S PILLS

directions on label

Used see tonic. Cardid usual.
ly pep. up appetite, aids diQuition, aud thus helps build
.1...r07 tor the "time" to owns.
/barbed 3 days before your
time, end taken as directed, It
should help r•liev• pain dos
to purely functional causes.

111 W. Market St.

Home butchering in Montgomery county may run 100
percent over 1942.
Thomas Jefferson is often called the godfather of the U.S.
Marine Band,

STATE DEPARTMENT OF
MERIT SYSTEM
OPEN-COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION
IN CALDWELL COUNTY

Princeton, Kentucky
An examination for junior-clerk-typist will be held at
1:30 PM, Wednesday, February 3, 1943, by Louise C. Morel.
Merit System Supervisor, at The County Health Office for
the position of junior clerk-typist in the Caldwell County
Health Department.
Applicants must be high school graduates; citizens of
the United States; residents of Kentucky for at least one
year. In order to compete in the examination it will be
necessary to file an application which may be obtained fro
%
the County Health Officer.
The three highest ratings on the examination will
stitute the immediate eligible list from which a junior cis t.
typist will be selected.
Any further information may be obtained from th
Caldwell County Health Department. Applications must
filed not later than January 27, 1943.

Fire and Auto
Insurance
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
Phone 25
Princeton, K3.
110 S. Jefferson St.
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;
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Ibi6itttell pour

I

treet, Hopkinsville,

JAM

Ky., N

HANCOCK, Jr.
HO
Salesmen
Phone 318

Reasons Why yo

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service

DA

THE

DAM VCIN HINDENBURG was a
-1- prufessionai soldier with little taste for
politics-and little love for the upstart
paperhanger, Hider, whom he had as
accept is Chancellor.

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

After the Inn war, the shrewd old Prussian put his finger on one prime reason for
Germany's defeat: "America's brilliant war
industry had entered the service of patriotism. .. . They understood war."

Louisville's newest and most centrally locat-

Now history is repeating itself for
Hindenburg's successor!

ed home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
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America's war industry again is pouring
out planes, tanks and guns-meeting pro-

idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
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your Diamond Dmen are encouraged to invent,
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produce, and everybody

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

R. M. Oil

Inc otporittell

For Reservation
WriteW. L. STODGILL,

A REGULATED PUBLIC UTILITY UNDER BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

*

Assistant Manager.
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Quality Cream Is
Vital War Need

WAAC Missing

4111111N11=

FREDONIA NEWS

stationed at Fort Benning, Columbus, Georgia.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young returned home this week
after visiting their brother, Mr.
Polk Young, Owensboro.
Pvt. Ernest Baker, Ohio, is
on furlough, being called here
by the death of his father.

moved to the' house recently oc(By Rachel Turley)
Donald Trewett Outland is im- cupied by Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Ile
bel
Farmers Suffered Huge
proving from a severe case of King.
silk and
Mr. and Mrs. Wood Holloway
Loss In 1942 From
flu.
drive.
Mrs. J. N. Fuller is a patient moved to the house recently ocRejections
ers' clubs
cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Everett
at Princeton Hospital.
America's farmers must keep
report a
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Herrod Harris.
an eye on the quality of their
Mrs. J. G. Baker moved SatI molasses
who have been ill of flu are imurday to Henderson where she
proving.
cream while they strive to proin County
Miss Hazel Fuller is absent will make her home with her
duce the huge quantity of butdaughters, Mrs. Harvey Holland
on secured
from school due to a cold.
terfat asked of them for the
library
Miss Bobby Watson, Prince- and Mrs. J. E. Dean.
war effort during the new year
Mrs. Buford Trish has acceptton, was a recent guest of Mr.
of 1943, H. C. Darger, coordinator
In Standard Old Line Comclub memed a position at the Princeton
and Mrs. Byrd Guess.
of the National Cream Quality
panies . . . Safety for Your
to feed 39
Program, Chicago, states in a
Pvt. J. T. Herrod, Fort Leon- Hospital.
and Peace of Mind
Property
get
Graill
y
Mr. George Barnes, Sikeston,
ard 'Wood, Mo., is visiting his
message received by J. F.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burley Mo., spent Thursday night with for Yourself.
y In Februham, Caldwell county agriculMrs. Jerry Barnes.
Herrod.
tural agent.
of
dygraft
Mrs. Chester Miller has gone
Pvt. Marvin Green, North
Mr. Darger's message was sent
a profit of
Carolina, is here visiting his to be with her husband and is
in connection with the scheduled
Phone 211
Third Officer Eleanor C. Nate, wife and baby and other rela- stationed at Wichita Falls, Texas.
feed cost ia
observance throughout the counPrinceton, Ky.
Mrs. Charles Taylor returnty and country Tuesday, Jan. (above) of Wilmette, Ill., assign- tives .
Fayette counMr. and Mrs. Everett Harris ed with her husband where he is
12, of Farm Mobilization Day, ed to recruiting duty at San
boy, sold a
proclaimed by President Roose- Antonio, Texas, was one of six
collected 508
velt, with the object of "ensur- persons, including her husband,
metal, SOO
ing for 1943 the maximum pro- Major Joseph C. Nate, reported
missing on a bomber flight from
duction of vital foods."
for fertilizer
grease.
"Failure by many farmers tip MacDill field to San Antonio,
safeguard quality may result in Texas. Mrs. Nate received her
purporting
GROWN
cream so bad that state and WAAC training at Fort Des
picture,
FUEHRER
FAT?—This
ER
—AP Telemat
YOUR HOUSE AND THE
Adolf Hitler addressing Nazis at the Munich beer hall federal laws will not permit its Moines, Ia.
WAR: SALVAGE
vember 8, stirred discussion in London after publication. use for making butter—a true
We have lived so long in the'
newspapers pointed out that this one shows Hitler with Victory food," Mr. Darger writes.
midst of plenty that we have
"During 1942 an estimated 30
hair, rather sagging jowls, pouchy eyes, a double chin
lost the art of utilizing evitry-4
cream—
of
pounds
million
50
to
Inforof
Ministry
the
by
released
arged midriff. It was
thing of value. Now we have,
ce stake.
to learn to salvage, re-claim;
picture section, which said it was an enlargement of a enough to make more than a
made US
re-use . • every _little Kora'
lip of German origin received through neutral sources. thousand carloads of butter—
we live with
—AP Telemat had to be rejected by creameries
ted Press Photo by radio from London)
But remember thiS7irio-rdsil
By Alexander R. George
and cream buyers as unfit. In
to get long use out of the
quality fat steers at $13-$14.50; addition, huge quantities of finAssociated Press Features
arket Steady
things you buy, you must buy.
Washington, Jan. 6—"I can
Medium quality butcher cattle, ished butter were seized and
them carefully _in_the first
al cattle market was
place.
of predict with absolute certainty
$11-$12; baby beeves, $12-$14; condemned because made
th last week as 915
The rigid trinint
-Thf Pinney,
fat cows at $9-$10, No. 1 veals, poor cream that had 'gotten by'. that within another generation
merchandise assuros 'you
sold at auction Monnot only the
represents
"This
good value
on ossuroncel
there will be another world war
$15.00 and No. 2 veals, $14.30.
Tel. 104
loss of valuable foodstuff badly
you MUST have in _tropty4
reported by PrinceHogs went from $12.90 to $14.30. needed by our armed forces but if the nations of the world do
thing you buy_todoy;
ck Company. Long
by
method
also a loss of many millions of not concert the
old at $14-$15; short
Gliders are generally of wood dollars to the farmers whose which to prevent it."
TOWEL VALUES
Smart Fashions For An Early
old at $13-$14; good frame construction.
labor went into production of
President Wilson, speaking in
EALTH
Spring!
AMERICA!
ALL
FOR
this large volume of unaccept- Omaha, Sept. 8, 1919, on his unDRESSES
RAYON
that
able cream. To the extent
successful League of Nations
Cleverly cut . . but
we are able to whittle down the selling tour, sounds that warnATION
simple in spirit. Sport
amount of poor and rejected ing to the American people. And
or casual styles in
cream mentioned, the 1943 food a few days later in San Diego,
rayons, flake
spun
job will be made easier."
he says:
at
will be held
type rayons or shirtthat
say
to
hestitate
not
do
"I
Morel,
Louise C.
ing fabrices. Lovely colors. 12the war we have just been
for
44.
Health Office
through, though it was shot
Caldwell County
•Stripes, flower prints, solid
through with terror of every
(By Mrs. John Thompson)
tones!
with
kind, is not to be compared
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Ortt and
•Delightful novelty trimmings!
duates; citizens of
face
to
have
would
we
war
the
one
boys called on Mr. and Mrs.
DEEP RICH COLORS
•Wide choice of youthful neckfor at least
the next time. What the Germans
SELL YOUR
be
J. 0. Oliver and family Tuesday
bathFor
terry.
fluffy
Soft,
lines!
ination it will
used were toys as compared
night.
obtained fron
room or kitchen use too!
•Pleated, Hared or dirndl
y be
what would be used in the
with
Louard and Jewell Boyd callGood • • •
skirts!
•
next war."
conon Mr. John Thompson Thursed
will
ination
•
22c
A week later Wilson collapses
clerk
day afternoon.
WOMEN'S
Trim Black Kid
hich a junior
from the strain of the war years
STRIKING PLAIDS
Mr. Edd Jackson was in our
and his fight for United States Sturdy terry for maximum
FLANNEL
the
vicinity recently.
obtained from
Oxfords Some.SAW.
adherence to the league. He has absorbency! Striped borders.
be
and
Ortt
Clifton
Mrs.
and
Mr.
must
pplications
made 38 speeches in three weeks 20x40-in. Better .. .
$3.49
son and Mr. and Mrs. John
with
in the cause which he contends
29c
Thompson and son called on
Soft kid, steel
"is greater than the Senate or
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Pugh a while
Terry Texture Towel
arch support, and
rya Om/
government."
the
Friday night and listened to
Serviceable, solid color terry.
Owe SONO
roomy last brMost citizens of 1919 want to
21x42-in. Best . . .
the radio.
&MOON/
ing ease to trudgforget the war and "get out of
Misses Evelyn and Bessie Oliving feet. Just
19c
Stripes and Plaids
the European mess." Political
er called on Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
made for uniLACE TABLE CLOTHS
issues are the high cost of livrecently.
WOMEN'S
Cotton For Crisp
forms!
Super Value For Dining
t, Hopkinsville, Ky., Next to Stockyards Ortt
ing and getting "back to normTUCKSTITCH
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boyd
Comfort!
Rooms!
Republicans
efthe
which
alcy"
HANCOCK, Jr.
HOWARD PRESCOTT
called on Mr. and Mrs. John
Practical, inexpensive — for
fectively adopt as an election
Salesmen
Thompson and son one night
HOUSECOATS
slogan in the victorious campaign everyday! New designs!
recently.
Phone 318
Harding.
Warren
$2.98
for
$1.98
Now, on the 86th anniversary
Bright and colorful in
OF
WARM
PAIR
sorr,
A
Everybody reads the Leader.
of Woodrow Wilson's birth, the BLANKETS. Plaid designs
new wrapped styles
American Council of Public Af- 72x84-in.
with sweetheart neckfairs is releasing a book, "Willine, and cleverly set$1.98
son's Ideals." It is a compilation
in midriff . . . tied in
Fluffy Chenille Spreads $2.98
Rayon and Cotton ,
of statements by the first world
back! Graceful skirts.
Crisp
98c
Priscilla
Curtains
democracy,
war President on
* PENNEY'S .
SUPPLIES FOR THE HOME FRONT *
peace and the league, many of
which hit the present situation
squarely on the nose.
From his sickbed in the White
House, President Wilson sent a
message to the Jackson Day
dinner of the Democrats. It
contained this statement:
ay, with nation-wide gasoline rationing in effect, it's time to make an im"The maintenance of the peace
investigation. What gasoline will give you the greatest number of miles
of the world and the effective
Ion? When you talk to motorists who use D-X, you'll decide the lubricating
execution of the treaty depend
fuel is your best bet from now until you can again get all the gas you
upon the whole-hearted particiut D-X gives you more than top mileage—more than quick power and
pation of the United States. I am
ti-knock. It also provides upper-cylinder lubrication to protect pistons,
not stating it as a matter of
rings and upper-cylinder walls. These parts are becoming harder and hardpower. The point is that the
place or repair. So start using D-X now. Stop by your neighborhood DiaUnited States is the only nation
-X dealer's the next time your tank runs low. Learn from actual expertwhich has sufficient moral force
here are Hundreds of Gasolines but ONLY ONE D-X!" Gasoline rationwith the rest of the world to
ust one more reason to be a "regular" for D-X!
first.
the substitution of disguarantee
at
fantastic
•
cussion for war. If we keep out
povreg
wing military
of this agreement, if we do not
power than
many miles are there in one gallon of gasoline? With gasoline rationing
re more
-give our guarantee, then another
have
, that Ls the most timely question in American! But gasoline mileage de• henchmen
attempt will be made to crush
everr
mat
pot' what's in your crankcase as much as what's in your gas tank. Diamond
that turn
the new nations of Europe."
battleships.
ixty, the pioneer heat-resisting lubricant, is more important than ever,
to
t rationing is here. Don't born up power in needless friction! Diamond
povrer are
New York school children have
bulk of thisexperienced
ixty Motor Oil bi solvent-processed from selected paraffin base crudes! It's
nearly 60,000 wooden model
built
under
ies
sed in freedom from compounds that may form harmful sludge. And
and
aircraft for the Army and Navy
nt—cking their job
oning is here! Get started now with Diamond Seven-Sixty. Have your
ver-increasing
pilot training program.
power in e
D-X dealer drain your crankcase and refill with the proper winter
Seven-Sixty. Then ask about the many other winterizing services which
course, is the
you cut down on repair bills as you make every gallon of gasoline count
all, of
work—where free
miles! See your Diamond D-X dealer this week!
IMPORTANT NOTE
life at
invent, invest,
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or Rayon Hose Are Acceptable; But All Silk or All Nylon Hose or Silk
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No
rybody benefits.
Or Nylon Hose with Lisle or Rayon Tops or Feet—Regardless of Condition
All Hose Must Be Laundered To Be Acceptable
I Maurice French, Manager
106ii Market St.
Phone 470
Princeton, Ky.
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AND WAR BONDS
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POWDER BAGS FOR FIRING THE BIG GUNS!
WHAT ARE THEY MADE OF?

OLD SILK AND NYLON HOSE!
Bring Your Old Snagged Or Discarded
Bose To Our Store And We Will Turn
Them Over To The Defense Salvage
Committee!

R. M. OLIVER, DEALER

It

NEEDED URGENTLY:

If You Have Cash
BUY BONDS
If You Need Cash
Come In or Phone

niersiale

Finance Corp. of Ky.
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FLOODS HARASS OHIO—Flood waters cover a bridge on the highway between Youngstown and
Akron, Ohio, when the new Berlin Dam, built near Youngstown to store water for Mahoning
Valley steel plants, failed to release water as fast as it flowed into a reservoir area.

30 Men Do One's Work;
Speeds War Production

What It Means

(JP)—Putting 30 men
Pay Boosts For Federal Workers toToledo
work on a job that one man
By John Grover
Associated Press Features
Salary boosts for federal workers approved in the last hours
Congress must
of the 77th
tackle the federal labor problem
as one of its first chores.
Congress recognized the temporary nature of the pay increase measure in limiting its
life to April 30, 1943. The bill
provides an average 10 percent
income boost for lower-bracket
federal employees. This is still
short of the 15 percent yardstick for pay boosts fixed by the
War Labor Board in the "little
steel" wage decision.
Personnel directors in many
federal agencies are privately
dubious that the stop-gap measure will slow the tide of resignations from federal jobs, now at
the rate of 125,000 a month.
Disgruntled federal
workers
point out that half the average
10 percent wage boost will be
nullified when the Victory tax
"bite" is taken out of all paychecks. Minor U. S. employees
are also under heavy supervisory
pressure to subscribe 10 percent
of salary for war bonds, and it
makes the $1,260 to $1,620 incomes ($105 to $135 monthly) of
the majority of U. S. employees
look microscopic matched against
wartime living costs and the
necessity
of
maintaining
a
"dressy front."
The pay increase bill that

finally was approved was a compromise measure. Debate over
the permanent program is likely
to start fireworks in the next
Congress.
There is always a Congressional group which fosters new
government jobs to build patronage fences back home. These
gravy train boys have been in
the saddle for years, beaming
longly as agency after agency
created new positions in "emergencies" that became permanent
Lately the "economy bloc"
has gained strength. They are
currently alarmed that the federal payrolls includes an unprecedented 2,500,000 names, and is
going up.
The economy bloc forced the
Byrd amendment to the pay
boost bill, requiring department
heads to justify the employment
of all workers under their supervision in detailed reports to the
director of the
budget. The
amendment aims at eliminating
all but war-vital jobs and essential posts in non-war agencies.
Here's the way most competent analysts figure the federal
labor problem will shake down
in the next Congress:
1. Salaries for the rank and
file who work in federal service
are too low to meet private industry competition.
2. On the other hand, a powerfuil Congressional group, to be
reinforced in the next Congress,

could do doesn't sound like modern production economy in these
days of manpower shortages,
but the experience of a motor
company here was an exception
that proved the rule.
It came about this way: Willys-Overland Motors received an
order to produce gun parts for
the Army. Studies indicated that
after machine operations,
it
would take about 30 hours of an
expert toolmaker's time to do
the hand finish filing job required on each gun.
Because of the difficulties of
obtaining expert tool-makers and
the fact that five years are required to train one, Willys engineers broke the operation down
and trained thirty men to do a
small part of the total filing in
an hour.
Since it was always the same
part he was trained to file, each
of the workers became very
proficient on the operation in
in 30 days, and the problem
was licked.

—JOSEPH I. EASTMAN, DIRECTO!
OffIco of Defons• Tronsportotloa
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'S DRUG STORE

MeCLELLAND, Inc.

TRAst has passed

since the United
States entered the war. Now it is
no longer a matter of speculation how
the railroads will perform. It is a matter of record.

A

The workers who man the railroads
Iaave*preersd equal to the tremendous
task. Theg have transported the men
sod equipment,the armament and supplies, that are seeded to wage war. So
far they have handled every assignment

It's shocking, but thieves seem
to have the highest electric potential
among
criminal
the
classes. They outrank the murderers, but many of the latter
can look forward to an additional 2,000 or more volts from
the "hot seat." The
human
"electric potential" is a phrase
describing the intensity of brain
waves. It is determined by the
electro-encephalograph. Of 339
inmates of a prison tested recently, 30 percent were found to
have abnormally high potentials,
with 40 percent of the thieves
abnormal. This is more than
twice the incidence record in

normal persons, but much less
than the record for opileptics.
Habitual criminals registered 90
percent, sex criminals 34 percent,
and murderers 31 per cent.
About 30,000 cases of tomatoes
were canned at plants in Scott
county.
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE

All persons having claims
against the estate of A. A. Eastland, deceased, are requested
to present same to me properly
proven at my home, 502 W. Main
St., Princeton, Ky. at once and
all persons indebted to said estate will please call and settle
same on or before February 1,
1943.
MRS. BIRD K. EASTLAND,
acreage will be planted to this Executrix, of the Estate of
crop in 1943.
A. A. Eastland.

FELL OFF TO 111 POUNDS
GAINS 20 ON RETONGA
"It Looked
Have To

Like
Give

I

Would

Up My
Business," States Grocer
Hensley," But I Feel Fine
Now.

"I was down to only 111
pounds and it looked like I
would have to give up my business, but thanks to Retonga I
twenty
about
have regained
pounds, and I feel fine now,"
declares Mr. Thomas F. Hensley,
well known grocer and businessman of Evarts, Ky., in adding his
strong public endorsement to
the thousands this famous herbal gastric tonic and Vitamin
B-1 medicine is receiving from
well known men and women
from the Great Lakes to the
Gulf.
"I had no appetite and the
little I ate caused so much gas
and cramping in my stomach
that sometimes I felt like my
breath would be cut off," continued Mr. Hensley. "I had to
take a strong laxative nearly
every night, and my arms and
shoulders pained me so much
I hardly know when I had a

Mr. Thomas F. Hensley
good night's sleep.
"Retonga brought me relief
after everything else failed. I
eat anything I want, the sluggish elimination and pains are
relieved, and I sleep fine. I
never spent a better dollar in
my life than when I got Retongs."
Mr. Hensley is a former resident of Louisville. Accept no
substitute. Retonga may be obtained at Dawson's Drug Store.
—Adv

TALL or SHORT
1.74 Nal,1

FOR LIFELONG COMFORT
HEAD TO TOE

PURREY,4 Nashua

Most people prefer 90 Inch
length for complete comFort.
Even after many washings this
length affords secure tuck-in
with ample slack to pull over
shoulders and ears... inducing
truly relaxed, refreshing sleep:

Working together in the common cause,
they must and will carry on.
In pointing to the fine spirit and
splendid morale in the railroad industry, Director Eastman spoke both of

and for all railroaders.They have fought
a good fight, and they face the fiiture
with confidence. A new and glowing
chapter in railroad history is about to
be written.
The more than 40,000 workers of the

Illinois Central

efficiently and well.

A sUrvey in Hopkins county
showed about 50 percent increase in pork production over
1941. About three-fourths of the
increase came from the larger
number of hogs raised. The resto
was due to heavier weights at
which hogs were sold.
F. N. Williams of Monroe county sold 21:000 pounds of soybeans from 22 acres, netting
him $667. Mr.'Williams says this
income compares favorably with
that of the same acreage of
corn, and was less labor.
In Wolfe county, growers of
hybrid corn are
enthusiastic
over its use. S. E. McGuire
planted all his corn on good
hill land. The hybrid yielded
59 bushels to the acre and stood
up well, while his own seed
yielded only 20 bushels and
blew down badly.
Poultry and egg production
were increased about 25 percent in Trigg county in 1942
over the preceding year. Twenty
five brooder houses and 10
laying houses were built and 12
remodeled, while 149 producers
started feeding protein supplements to their laying hens.
In Ohio county, the Buford
Homemakers' Club in cooperation with a parent-teacher association, is sponsoring a lunch
room in the neighborhood school.
T h e homemakers contributed
large equipment, and in
the
summer canned fruit and vegetables for lunchroom use.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brownfield of Pendleton cottnty are
developing a flock of broadbreasted bronze turkeys. Of
more than 1,000 produced for
market in 1942, 40 percent were
of the broad -breasted variety,
for which there is a strong demand.
Soybean marketing has reached an all-time high in Logan
county. Approxiately 20,000 bushels are already in storage, with
about 5,000 more bushels to come
in. It is expected that a larger

Now, This Is Shocking

believes—with reason—that Many
agencies are overstaffed and are
wasting help on
non-essential
government frills.
From all indications, settlement of the federal labor problem will result in elimination of
a considerable number of U. S.
employees, but those adjudged
essential will be granted salaries
more in line with the facts of
wartime life.

THE SPIRIT AND MORALE IN THE
RAILROAD INDUSTRY ARE NEAR THE
100 PER CENT LEVEL"

Francisco is the second
port of entry in the
States.

nt System announces exn for positions in Social
Agencies in various secKentucky—Clerks, Typnographers, Office Maperators, Field Workers
ervisors, Child Welfare
, Statisticians, Accountformational Draftsman,
er-Examiners, Referees,
tion Technician.
w for details and applink which must be filled
ailed not later than JanAddress D. B. Palmeter,
stem Supervisor, Franktucky.
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Now we face 1943 with the certainty
of increased demands for war transpor-

Railroad are among
those who serve on the transportation
front. Our work is an essential part of

tation. The task of railroad workers
will be greater than ever before. From

the war effort. That victory may be
certain, we have dedicated ourselves to

the man'on the train to the man in the
shops there is renewed determination.

the efficient performance of every task.

CENTRAL

J. L. BEVEN, President

SYSTEM
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4-H Enrollment
Doubles In County
Durinq Last Year
Clubs Now Have 700
Members Enlisted In
War Service Activities

County's Scrap To
Be Processed Here

Rural War Leaders To Meet
For Instructions This Week
Neighborhood war leaders are
meeting this week in each of
the seven community centers to
receive instruction and material for distribution on tin can
salvage, fire prevention, sharethe-meat, and 4-H Club enlistment programs, according to the
County Extension Office. Meetings will be held by County
Agent J. F. Graham and Miss
Nancy Scrugham, home demonstration agent, working in cooperation with local Civilian
Defense authorities.
Miss Scrugham said it is not
known at present when collection of tin cans will begin but
housewives are requested by the
government to save all cans, a
definite shortage of tin being expected in 1943.
Miss Scrugham said the voluntary share-the-meat program
applies to all citizens alike, regardless .of source of meat consumed. PThe farm family is

asked to limit consumption of
home butchered meat which it
has on hand and to plan to butcher according to restricted
amounts. The weekly sharing al2 pounds for adults
/
lowance is 21
2 pounds for children between
/
11
4
3
the ages of 6 and 12, and /
pounds for children less than
6 years.
Shared meat does not include
the bone, fat and trim that go
usually into the retailer's scrap
box, or corresponding trim from
home dressed animals ,liver,
heart and other edible organs,
hogs head, lard, fish, poultry and
game.
Farm people, as well as all
others, are urged to do everything possible to prevent fires,
Miss Scrugham said. Building
materials of all kinds are very
expensive and in most instances
are not available for civilian
use except in very small quantities.

400 Tons Of Metal
Will Move Direct
To War Mills

Reporter Graduates
With Clark Gable
Louis T. Iglehart, Hopkinaville,
graduate of the University of
Kentucky in the class of 1940,
was graduated from the Officer
Candidate School of the Air
Corps, Miami, Fla., recently,
ranking 59th. in a class of 2,400
men. Iglehart, former editor of
the Kentucky Kernel, student
newspaper at the University, and
former Lexington Herald reporter, finished in the group with

NOTICE!.

About 400 tons of Caldwell's
Doris Dodsol
Our Nelly Dons, Ann Foster and
scrap metal, collected by WPA
in the recent newspaper-sponsored campaign, was purchased from
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Melva
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Shoppe,
Beauty
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The
ery; Mt.ip Hebron, R. B. Cum- McConnell reported the year's
Take these things hence,
Lewistown: Mary Evelyn Hub- dent; Nell Cotton, secretary.
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Hopkinsville, Ky.
make not my Father's
Scottsburg: Charles L a d d, mins; Nabb, Adrain Burchett; receivable accounts in the water
bard, president; Billy Chumley,
FOR RENT: Bedroom, nicely
house an house of mer$23,609.58,
Phelps,
V.
totaled
William
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Smith;
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president;
James
Grove,
Glass,
Piney
Wilma
vice-president;
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furnished; modern conveniences;
chandise.-John 2:13-16.
vice-president; Bertha Lee Guill, Pool, Dennis Blythe; Silver Star, with those for the month of Desecretary.
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Louard Oliver, and Thelma Gil- cember totaling $1,790.21.
Phone 113. Mrs. Ivy Conway.
Fredonia: Martha Moore, pre- secretary.
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Hall: James D. Oates, presi- key, co-captains; Sugar Creek, report showed new water consident; Edna Baker, vice-president; Dorothy Brasher, secre- dent; Owen Hill, vice-president; Louard Boyd; White Sulphur, nections for last year totaled COLLECTOR: P. F. Collier &
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installation of 1,273 meters with
It Saves Electricity
or woman now employed who
The broiler in your electric 78 out of service at the end of
would like to pick up pin
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
s r1)1H1 ( I ()I0, \NI) I i'uNITURE DEAI1 PS
I(
range is a versatile cooking help. the year.
money calling on our regular
OM IS"
II S'.1 •
Former Mayor L. C. Lisman
Try planning meals that not
monthly paying accounts. Very
NUM I 0)". 10
%%MI.1 Vs( I SI K'. 0. I
are
representing
inyou
If
Young,
work.
desirable
Ed
only have broiled meat as the and John
giving
write
please
terested,
Board,
main course, but in which you the Federal Rationing
full details, age, experience, if
broil the vegetables, too. were before the council with recan
KENTUCKY,
OF
any, and time you can de- Beautiful Vivienne of these fulsome Scenes, mailed free oa
STATE
OF PRINCETON IN THE
It isn't economy to use your ference to contribution of funds
vote to this work. Address Box
No. 529, Princeton, Ky.
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON DECEMBER 31, 1942. broiler for steaks and chops on- by the city for providing the
can board with larger office quartmeals
when
complete
ly,
Published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency, save
electricity. And remember, ers, and the matter was referunder Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes.
you don't have to baste roasts in red to the finance committee and
electric ovens. That saves heat, City Attorney Gordon Lisanby.
ASSETS
and therefore electricity.
270,634.78
$201.31
(including
overdrafts)--$
discounts
and
1. Loans
Wooden whaleboats are used
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
341,465.84
Everybody reads the Leader. in the U.S. Navy.
guaranteed
85,489.60
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
55,332.04
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
5. Corporate stocks (including $2,250.00 stock of Fed2,326.00
haNt
eral Reserve bank)
The Red Front Stores are asked "What can we eat, or, what are we going to
6. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
item:
nutritious
balance, and cash items in process of collection 341,935.70
to eat"? Listen folks, the Red Front Stores have hundreds of fine
you
7. Bank premises owned $25,000.00, funrniture and fixyou can buy to your hearts content. Don't be hard to please, but, furnish
32,500.00
tures $7,500.00
Kraut
Sauer
as
such
table with easy obtainable food which is full of nutrition,
10. Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outNone
standing
kinds of dried beans including black eyed peas, macaroni, spaghetti, all kind
seven
7,279.52
11. Other assets
of package cereals, cracked and flake hominy, fresh vegetables, fresh fruit, etc.
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
$1,136,963.48
Total Assets
12.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Sula & Eliza Nall

City Treasurer

TBrotun's jfuncral ji)ontc

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

On Every Side..

EDERAL AVINGS

Henrietta Hotel Building

LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
$ 832,573.15
corporations
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
171,264.32
corporations
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
None
postal savings)
21,651.37
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
None
17. Deposits of banks
1,500.00
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.) •
$1,026,988.84
Total Deposits
19.
20. Bills payable, rediscounts, and other liabilities for
None
borrowed money
5,039.86
23. Other liabilities
$1,032,028.70
Total Liabilities
24.
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
25. Capital Stock:
Common stock
26. Surplus
27. Undivided profits
28. Reserves

$

total par

50,000.00
25,250.00
23,684.78
6,000.00

sa

Total Capital Accounts

$ 104,934.78

30.

Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

$1,136,963.48

MEMORANDA
31. Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
(a) United States Government obligations, di(e)

Total

$

25,100.00

32. Secured liabilities:
(a) Deposits secured by pledged assets pur$
suant to requirements of law

19,130.08

$

19,130.08

(d)

used

The Princeton Leader, Princoton, Kentucky

Total

CORRECT-Attest:
Shell R. Smith
R. U. Keyil
W. C. Sparks
Directors.
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Prepared Mustard `4*: 10
Cakes
Ei
3pkg,.
Flour
Cookies
N.:.:dry Bleach
Polish
Sauer Kraut in
3 lbs. 25( Guava Jelly theFineds:niake 1
Pop Corn
21
35f Corned Beef
Pig Feet
I
ib.10( Peanuts
Mustard Kale
(t" 23( ri,",:ng Cake Flour
.
w Creme
i
arshmallo
M
Assorted Crows

CONDENSED STATEMENT

Lemon

qt.

. ASSETS

bulk, finest you

First Mortgage Loans
United States Government Bonds
Cash
Federal Home Loan Bank Stock
Real Estate Sold on Contract
Other Assets

$373,135.67
40,003.60
16,421.10
4,200.00
14,194.68
18.05
$447,973.10

ever tasted

lb.

lb. 9c

Pickled, 14-oz. Jar 23c

28 es. lar

or

"Ins"

LIABILITIES
Full-Paid Income Shares
Optional Savings Shares
Reserves and Undivided Profits
Social Security

$393,500.00
20,647.50
33,812.10
13.60
$447,973.10

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, ss.
I, J. B. Lester, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
J B. LESTER, Cashier.
me
before
subscribed
Sworn to and
this 6th day of January, 1943.
ROBBIE LOU HOBGOOD,
(SEAL)
Notary Public, Caldwell County, Ky.
(My Commission Expires Dec. 23, 1946.)

•

Prinseton., Ky.

This Association is Chartered, Supervised and Examined by the United States Government.
Your Account here is Fully Insured as to safety up
to $5,000 by instrumentality of the Federal Government.

BUY YOUR WAR BONDS FROM US

J Low
s First
Agricultural Leade
Accorded 1942 Se
Award; Club Instal
Officers As Two
Leave For Army
J. Lowry, superintend
Kentucky Experiment
tion here the last 18
t president of Kiwanis
active church and civic 1
and one of the State's for
agricultural leaders was dee
winner of the Kiwanis Ci
ship award for 1942 at the
annual Ladies Night m
Friday, Jan. 8. The award
made by R. S. Gregory, K)
Lieutenant Governor last y
Kiwanians and their 1
heard Mr. Gregory extoll
virtues of the "outstanding
zen" and describe the c
newly adopted regulations
erning selection of indivi
to receive this award.
It was installation night
1943 Kiwanis officers and
ceremony was conducted
Thos. J. Simmons, retiring p
dent, with W. D. Armstr
president-elect, taking o
Other new officers are Roy
land, vice
president; N.
Cameron, treasurer, and
Drain, secretary. New dire
are Henry Sevison, W. L.
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Joe McMi
J. F. Graham, John Fox an
F. Englchardt, with Past P
Asnt Simmons moving to
*rectorate.
, The club presented ret
*resident Simmons and
esident James McCaslin,
whom will leave for Ft.
n Harrison today as n
ducted Army privates,
gifts of Army belts and tie
Mr. Simmons also receive
past president's button and
button tabs, for 100 percent
tendance the last year,
awarded to Messrs. Simm
Gregory, Rowland and Ed
Dick.

Towery Reelected
Board Chairman

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Stayman Winesap and Grimes
APPLES, U.S. No. 1 bu. $2.40 lb
Tokay
G RAPES

6(

pound 15(

470 N S

10

hag

Yes, 50 Cents Makes
A Big Difference!

Large Size
TANGERINES

Green
B EANS
BELL PEPPERS

pound

3

15(

for 10(

Sweet
POTATOES
Head
LETTUCE

each 1

FRESH FRUIT, FRESH VEGETABLES. MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL 11
TIME.

FRED FRONT
CASH ES; CARRY STORES

Urs
identi
Ernes
know
way
fice
charg
the 1
Parr/
own
limiT
subs
poSS

$90,1

P;
way

of

1, 19'
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k (0

1'r • t:
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New Hardwood Floo
For Butler Gymnasiu
Is Probability

Princeton Board of Educat
holding its first meeting
McKenzie's
.1943 Tuesday night at Bu
L.
Pkg. 9c
High building, reelected Wal
Pancake
Towery chairman and chose
toott
an extra fine
Maxine
L Groom secretary.
The board heard recommen
901IP
Complexion Soap
tons that the gymnasium fl
large 24-oz. I(
Crescent
be covered with hardwood,
bottle I
fit it for basketball, and it
Furniture
decided this probably will
f done.
isr3
There has been considera
agitation for some time ab
a playing floor for the But
High boys, suitable for bask
12 oz
ball practice. The local gy
nasium's ceiling is too low f
throws at goals, and this han
lb
Fresh Roillitad
caps local players when th
large
play on a standard court. Wi
a wood floor, to be placed ov
the concrete now in the g
practice would be possible, t
board was told, and a lar
number of boys could have t
lb
benefit of basketball training.
Yellow

••••••••••..V.MM/40,1"...W.

Dividend Checks for the 40th Sem-Annual Period
have been mailed to our shareholders.

lume 71

A 50-cent raise in the subcription of a weekly newsaper can pay for a very defite improvement in the qualiof the paper. It can mean
e difference between four
eight pages, or between
ght or 12 pages. It can
ean the difference between
ly a coverage of home
ents or a coverage of home
d world events. It can
ean the difference between
makeshift or a paper of
hich people of the cornunity can, and will, be
liroud.-(Wright Patterson, In
e Publisher's Auxiliary.)
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